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Welcome Manchester !!
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Once again the Manchester Legal Awards at the
Midland Hotel was a sell
out event with over 600
guests attending the
highlight in the legal calendar.

News
HRC Law continues to grow

The champagne reception
was sponsored by Docutech
Office Solutions, giving the
guests the opportunity to
mingle before being ushered into the Alexandra
Suite for Dinner and the
Awards. Louise Straw, the
President of Manchester
Law Society started the
evening by saying “Welcome Manchester, the best
legal profession in the country” which was met with enthusiastic applause.
Louise went on the thank
the Manchester Evening
News for their support of
the Awards and for the legal
community.
She
also
thanked the sponsors for
the event; Docutech Office
Solutions for the champagne reception, the DX
who sponsored the band,
The Rush, the sponsors of
the individual awards and
the evenings principle
sponsor’s Moneypenny and
Converge TS.
Louise said that the number
of nominations grew each
year and the quality of the
applications was incredibly
high. She added that judging was a very difficult and
long process and thanked
all of the judges for giving
their time over the Christmas period.
The President then said that
the profession continued to
face challenges and that Access to Justice was under
threat. She said it was ironic
in the year that we celebrate
the 800th anniversary of the
Magna Carta that only the
wealthy can afford to use
the courts.
Concluding, Louise said that
the purpose of the evening
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Louise Straw, President of Manchester Law Society and Adam Jupp, Head of Business, MEN
was to celebrate the wealth
of legal talent in Manchester and wished all of the finalists the best of luck
before handing over to
Adam Jupp, Head of Business at the Manchester
Evening News.
Adam said that MEN Business were, once again,
proud to support the Manchester Legal Awards and
recognised how much time
and effort went into organising such an event. He said
that the level of entries was
an illustration that Manchester has the strongest
legal sector outside of London and should be celebrated.
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President’s Column

From the President
Oh my goodness, what a
night it was at the 6th Manchester Legal Awards on the
5th March. I hope that all
who attended enjoyed the
evening as much as I did.
Once again, my congratulations to all the finalists and
the winners; Manchester
has shown once again that
it is home to some fantastic
lawyers. As with the previous winners of the Lifetime
Achievement Award, the
contribution to the Legal
Profession makes Michael
Redfern QC a worthy recipient of this particular award.
It was wonderful to see the
delight on the faces of the
winners and you will be
able to read their thoughts
on the awards and see the
pictures inside this edition
of the Messenger.
My thanks again to all the
sponsors, especially MoneyPenny and Converge TS
as principle sponsors for the
second year and of course
the Manchester Evening
News.
I would also like to express
my thanks to everyone who
made a donation to the
President’s Charity – Childline Schools Service North

West. I am delighted to announce that you raised over
£6000, which will go a long
way to training volunteers
to go into the primary
schools in Greater Manchester, helping children to say
“Now I Know!”.
One piece of advice to
Michael Hardacre for next
year – wear flat shoes; my
feet are still killing me! Finally a huge THANK YOU to
Fran for all her hard work
without which the event
would not be possible.
This month I have also had
the pleasure of attending
the University of Law, Manchester to once again present two awards on behalf of
Manchester Law Society.
Manchester Law Society has
a long standing relationship
with the University of Law,
which is one of the leading
International Professional
Law Schools.
The awards are made firstly
to the student who
achieved the highest marks
in the LPC and secondly to
the student who achieved
the highest marks in the
GDL. This year I am delighted to announce that

Rebecca Benbow is the winner of the LPC prize and
Arash Dashtgard or the GDL
prize. Well done to both students. Maybe we will see
one or possibly both receiving awards at the Manchester Legal awards in years to
come.
Following on from my visit
to Matrix 247, this month I
loaded the satnav and visited MoneyPenny, based in
Wrexham. I received an extremely warm welcome and
spent time with Kevin
Bishop and Bernadette Bennett discovering more
about the business and the
ethos behind the business. I
was also introduced to
Christine Lawn, who is the
voice of Manchester Law
Society when the staff in the
office are unable to take the
call. It was most enlightening to listen in on calls coming into the office and see
the efficient manner with
which they were dealt. I was
most impressed with the
fact that to ensure that calls
answered at night are dealt
with by staff who are on
“day time hours”. This is
achieved by the calls being
dealt with in New Zealand.
This not only ensures a high

quality service but also
gives the staff a great opportunity of spending a period of six months on
secondment
in
New
Zealand. Perhaps I could go
and visit them there on behalf of Manchester Law Society! MoneyPenny also
supports the “MoneyPenny
Foundation”. This is a
scheme offering a six month
intensive programme for
young women from Wrexham who maybe have not
had the best start in life and
recently the first five “graduated”. The six month traineeship gives them work
experience, coaching, mentoring and life skills and experiences and all have been
successful in securing full
time employment. Well
done to them all.
Next month I am off to meet
with all at Viewpoint-AV to
learn more about the technological solutions for conference and boardrooms.
Issues in relation to Access
to Justice continue. At the
time of writing the Judicial
Review Appeal in relation to
the two tier Duty Solicitor
Criminal Contracts is underway. The hearing is listed for

Louise Straw
President of Manchester Law Society
two days although it is not known whether the decision will
be delivered immediately or deferred. The huge increase in
court fees was introduced on the 9th March, resulting in
some cases of an increase of 576%. Letters written to the Judiciary on behalf of Civil Practitioners expressing their concerns appear to have fallen on deaf ears, as far as the
Government is concerned.
And finally, you will all be
pleased to know that the hens
take after both their mother
and god-mother (Mrs EB); you
may recall last month the
lovely gym I had purchased
for them to ensure that they
were fit and healthy. Well it
would appear to be of no interest what so ever to them
and they much prefer digging
up the bulbs in the garden!
The cats have expressed annoyance as they have not received the same publicity as the
hens and so may I introduce you to Mellors!
Louise Straw
President
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Manchester Law Society News

Upcoming Events
Managing with Impact
Monday 20 April, Thursday 21 May and
Thursday 25 June
Hilton Hotel, Deansgate, Manchester, M3 4LQ
Registration 09:00, Sessions start 09:30,
Sessions close 16:30 - 18 hours CPD
Management can be a tough gig. Amongst other things
you’ve got to deal with performance, conflict, development,
feedback and motivation. Sadly there isn’t a pill that develops you in all of these areas. Thankfully though, we’ve designed a programme that tackles all of these topics and
much more head on.
Our programme is packed full of interactive group discussions, exercises, case studies, hands-on activities, tools and
techniques that will help you to become a more rounded,
assertive and confident Manager. We don’t use ‘off the shelf’
scenarios, we will use your own real life management issues
and problems so that the programme remains relevant
throughout.

Module
Module 1:
Building Foundations and Getting them
On Side
Monday 20 April 2015
Successful teams are underpinned by a sound
culture, great relationships and total trust. The
first module focuses on creating firm foundations which in turn will ensure your team is
able to maximise their potential. We will also
look at the importance of having great communication skills and how yours and individual
behaviour can impact on your team both positively and negatively.

Who is the programme aimed at?
This programme is aimed at those who are already in a
management position within a Law Firm but have not had
any formal training, or anyone who fancies a refresher and
who wants to learn more about the latest models, methodologies and management techniques.

•
o
o
o
•
•
•
•

•
o
o
o
•

What type of Manager/Leader do you want to be? What are your leadership qualities and
attributes? What are your strengths and weaknesses?
Understanding perceptions and why they are important – How do you see yourself and how
do your team see you?
Defining and translating the culture of your team
Identifying the current culture
Identifying what the culture should be
Identifying practical ways to change and adapt the culture
The importance of trust - Building trust across 4 main areas; Intent, Integrity, Capability and
Consistency
Identifying ways to rebuild trust once it has been broken
Are your team members in the ‘Inner Circle’? An introduction to the 5 stage relationship
ladder
Engagement – Focusing on who in your team is actively disengaged, who is disengaged and
who is actively engaged with the business; Creating ways to get them all engaged with the
goals, culture, vision and mission of the team
Understand your own individual personal behaviour type and its impact - Passive/Aggres
sive/Assertive
Communicating with influence with your team and peers
Identifying how your behaviour breeds behaviour in others, both positively and
negatively when communicating.
Identifying communication skills – Voice control, body language, words, active
questioning and listening
Identifying and overcoming barriers
Influence and Persuasion – Getting your team’s buy in with the help of Ethos, Pathos and
Logos

Module 2:
Proactively Managing Performance
Thursday 21 May 2015
Your team is no doubt littered with reliable
stars, some steady eddies, and an equal
amount of slackers. This module will introduce
you to numerous practical tools and techniques
that will enable you to proactively manage all
three types of employee. We will tackle challenging conversations, conflict, managing
change and how to analyse underperformance
so that you get to the root of the issue.

• Proactively manage your Stars, Steadies and Slackers
o
Identifying their typical characteristics and motivation
o
The challenges you face when managing them
o
Identifying ways to overcome those challenges
• Tackling under performance head on
o
Analysing the 5 gaps in under performance and identifying practical ways to fill each
one
• Management styles; Supporting, Coaching, Directing and Delegating
o
Identifying the pros and cons of each style
o
Understand when to use each one appropriately
• Having a challenging conversation
o
Proactively managing the different typical characters and their responses.
o
An introduction to Transactional Analysis - Adult, Parent, Child model
o
The importance of planning, preparation and structure of a challenging conversation.
• Leading your team through Change o
Recognise types of change and understand the different ways in which individuals
react, so that you are better equipped to deliver change on any scale
o
Understand your role as Leader and Change Agent so that you are able to manage the
change process more effectively.
o
Become familiar the art of “Obstacle Removing” in order to deal more assertively with
resistance, reluctance and other common barriers
• Managing Conflict
o
Be able to recognise the signs and symptoms so you can intervene prior to, or in the
early stages of a potential conflict
o
Know how to identify the root cause/s of a conflict and who is involved
o
Know when to use the 4 different conflict management styles of controlling, Steady
ing, Diligent and Persuasiveness

Module 3:
Team Development
Thursday 25 June 2015
It’s all very well having firm foundations and a
structured performance management process
in place, but if your team are a little dysfunctional then it may all fall to pieces. This module looks at team dynamics and how to utilise
everyone’s strengths and weaknesses for the
benefit of the whole team.

· Understanding team dynamics – Tuckman model – Forming, Storming, Norming and Performing
o
Identifying where your team are on the model
o
Identifying why they are where they are and how to move them along
· Analysing and understanding Belbin ‘Team Types’ – Identifying how you and your team work
together; assess any gaps and areas for development.
· Understanding how they all tick o
What motivates each member of your team?
o
Identifying how both intrinsic and extrinsic drivers can improve and sustain high per
formance in your team
· Identifying how the penny drops
o
Understanding the differing learning styles of your team – Activist, Reflector,
Theorist, Pragmatist
o
Identifying how having an understanding of how they learn can improve performance
· The art of Delegation – Using delegation proactively to develop your team
· Future proofing your Team - Tacit v Explicit knowledge; Succession Planning - what is it and
how to do it; Contingency planning for business continuity
· Personal Resilience – Self-assessment and personal action setting across the 8 key areas of
resilience

Cost to attend the three day course:
MLS Members £299.00 + VAT (£358.80) Non-members £399.00 + VAT (£478.80)
Price includes refreshments, lunch and course materials for all three days.
To book your place please complete and return the
form overleaf or email
CarlaJones@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk
victoriaridge@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk

Keep up to date with the latest event
information at
www.manchesterlawsociety.org.uk

Follow us on Twitter
@ManLawSoc

•

•

The programme will be delivered by Mike Ode from Potential Unearthed who has many years’ experience of both
working in the Legal sector and developing Law Firm professionals at all levels.
What is it?
A three day interactive programme with the one-day modules spread across three months. The course is designed to
take you through how to develop your team and your management techniques. With this in mind it is essential you
are able to attend all three dates.

•

Regulatory Affairs Committee Update
I wanted to avoid any reference to April Fools ’ Day or
the tax year in this month’s
column, and I think I might
have just about managed it.
As you know I am a sporting
aficionado (watching rather
than playing!), so I was delighted to discover that
April 1896 marked the
resurgence of the Olympic
Games after a 1500 year absence from the history
books. How is this relevant
to my column? Well the
legal profession goes back
further than the Olympic
Games but it always seems
to survive in one guise or
another and, given that this
month’s round-up seems to
be about change, competition and survival within our
ranks it seemed apt to remind ourselves its not over
yet.

over the regulation of inhouse lawyers. The discussion paper is welcome and I
hope it will help accelerate
the SRA’s ongoing review of
the in-house sector. We will
be responding with details
of our experiences gained
through advising in-house
teams on their regulatory
obligations and examples of
where the restrictions are
anti-competitive. This is yet
another example of ‘regulatory creep’, namely where
the SRA’s rules go beyond
what is required by the relevant statute, in this case the
Legal Services Act 2007. If
any in-house lawyers have
examples to share and want
to collaborate with me in
preparing a response to the
discussion paper then
please email me at compli@weightmans.com

In-house….. out-house?

Competition from
accountants

A discussion paper released
last week by the Legal Services Board voices concern

Staying with the theme of
competition, new research

has revealed that large law
firms are troubled by the
possibility of accountancy
firms setting up ABSs, but
have little desire to set up
ABSs themselves.

tures, overseas offices and
private equity is that the application process has improved but there is still
more improvement to be
made.

The threat of accountants is
genuine and has been for a
while now; firms must factor these new entrants into
their business plans. Waning
appetite for ABS status is
more surprising because I
have always thought the
model offers a degree of
flexibility. Having said that, I
am not certain that firms are
fully aware of the advantages or what other options
ABS status may create. Another point worth noting is
that given the criticism the
SRA has received for its handling of the process, some
of the larger firms may have
been deterred from applying to convert such a massive undertaking. Our
experience of dealing with
sizeable ABS applications
involving complex struc-

Updated Practice Note
The Law Society has updated its practice note on
conflicts of interest. Nothing
substantive has changed
but there is some clarification from the Law Society
around the exceptions that
may apply when faced with
a client conflict.
And finally………………
The
colour
money………..

of

The LSB announced that it is
looking at alternatives to solicitors needing to hold
client money in response to
what it perceives to be one
of the biggest risks to the
profession, namely the misuse of client money.

The Law Society takes the
view that this is using a
sledge hammer to crack a
nut and that whilst there is
always room for improvement, the scale of the problem is low in comparison to
the number of transactions
that actually take place.
Whilst I agree to an extent
with our representative
body, we are witnessing
more and more instances of
cyber-related fraud and this
has prompted a further
warning from the SRA in relation to ‘Friday afternoon
fraud risk’. Any firm with a
client account is a target
and, for this reason, I believe
it is always worth exploring
alternatives.
Michelle Garlick
Chair
Manchester Law Society
Regulatory Affairs
Committee
Weightmans LLP

NSPCC reveals parents’ worries about social networking sites used
by children and launches its Share Aware campaign

Parents’ concerns about
social networking sites
popular with children
were publicised as part of
the NSPCCs launch of its
Share Aware campaign
which aimed to get families talking about socialising safely online.
An NSPCC panel of more
than 500 parents from
Mumsnet reviewed 48 sites
and said all those aimed at
adults and teenagers were
too easy for children under
13 to sign-up to. On more
than 40 per cent of the sites,
the panel struggled to locate privacy, reporting and
safety information.
At least three quarters of

parents surveyed by the
NSPCC found sexual, violent, or other inappropriate
content on Sickipedia,
Omegle, Deviant Art, and F
my Life within half an hour
of logging into the sites.
Those aimed at younger
children, like Club Penguin,
Moshi Monsters, Popjam
and Bearville, fared better
and parents did not find any
unsuitable content on
them.
One mum from Manchester
who was one of the Mumsnet parents who reviewed
the websites said: “I have
two teenage children who
both have laptops and are
very computer literate. I do
tell them about the dangers

of the internet, and teach
them not to post anything
online that they wouldn’t
say to someone face to face.
I also have protective measures and parental controls
in place through software
like McAfee. Many of their
friends have Facebook accounts and I have seen examples of children in their
year suffering online bullying, so I think that talking
and having regular conversations about keeping safe,
is really important. This
campaign by the NSPCC will
help raise awareness which
can only be a positive thing
for parents, carers and
young people.”
The NSPCC also asked just
under 2,000 children and
young people which social
networking sites they used.
Talking to strangers or sexual content were the main
concerns mentioned by
children. But they also
thought the minimum age
limit for signing up to many
sites should be higher; despite saying they’d used the
sites when they were underage.

The NSPCC has used the reviews to create a new online guide to help inform parents about
the risks of different social networking sites used by children.
The NSPCC’s Share Aware campaign is aimed at parents of 8 to 12-year-old children and also
features two animations to be shown on prime time TV and digital spaces. I Saw Your Willy
and Lucy And The Boy are engaging films with a serious message that follow the stories of
two children who share too much about themselves online. Both films contain the simple
message that although children are taught that it’s good to share, this is not always the case
online.
More
details
about
the
www.nspcc.org.uk/shareaware

NSPCC

campaign

can

be

found

at
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Movers & Shakers

HRC Law LLP continues growth with the
partner appointment of Helen Marsh
Helen joins HRC Law as
head of the firm’s commercial property team.
She provides a range of
commercial
property
services to businesses, developers, funders and investors with particular
expertise and experience
in the retail sector.
HRC Law’s managing partner, Simon Whitehead said:
“We are very pleased to welcome Helen on board. She is
an exceptionally talented
lawyer and will have a vital
role to play in the ongoing
growth of both the firm and
our Real Estate team.”

The most recent recruit is
Hannah Carter who joins
the firm from DWF LLP in
Liverpool and has experience in resolving all aspects
of property disputes including commercial, agricultural
and residential matters.
Hannah’s appointment follows the arrival of Senior Associate Karen Beddow, who
previously worked at DWF
LLP and Addleshaws and
specialises in resolving retail
property disputes, portfolio
management issues and
other claims arising from
property transactions, and
Solicitor Heather Morris
who advises on a wide
range of property disputes
including high value profes-

Just Costs Solicitors, the
largest Solicitor’s practice
in England specialising in
costs, has recorded record
turnover of £6.1 million
for the 2014 / 2015 financial year - an increase of
13% on last year’s £5.4
million.
Founded in 2006 by former
Eversheds partner and legal
costs specialist Paul Shenton, Just Costs now employs
over 100 people and acts for
in excess of 300 law firms.

Helen Marsh

Brabners boosts Property Solutions team
North West law firm Brabners has boosted its Property Solutions team in
Liverpool with the appointment of three solicitors.

Record Turnover for Just Costs Solicitors

sional negligence claims
arising from real estate
transactions.

management for the client
and efficiency in the provision of legal advice.”

Headed by Partner Rachel
Watkin, the Property Solutions team sets itself apart
from its competitors by offering and delivering a solutions based approach to
disputes. The team offers a
range of experience across
the spectrum of property
disputes in the commercial,
residential and agricultural
sectors.

Although the team has
been extremely busy over
recent months, Rachel foresees them becoming even
more so with the recent announcement of the court
fees increase: “It is understood that the fees are likely
to increase so significantly
that it may place access to
justice out of reach for many
potential litigators. As such,
parties may be more actively seeking a solution
rather than litigation.”

Commenting on the appointments, Rachel Watkin
said: “We pride ourselves on
delivering a first rate service
to our clients which, given
the broad spectrum of experience within the team,
results in the client having
access to expertise at a level
appropriate to the individual case which in turn results in effective costs

Mark Brandwood, Managing Partner at Brabners,
said: “The new recruits will
be invaluable support for
our busy real estate team
across Brabners’ three offices in Liverpool, Manchester and Preston.”

Over the course of the last
12 months, the firm has relocated to a new Manchester head office on King
Street and opened a new office
in
Leeds.
The firm also has offices in
London and Chesterfield.
To facilitate future growth,
Just Costs also agreed a £1.1
million funding package
with NatWest and welcomed a number of senior
hires to the business - including Kevin Doolan, formerly head of Client
Relations at Eversheds, as a
consultant and non-executive director.
“We are delighted with our
financial performance - all

Paul Shenton
our offices and departments have played their
part,” said Managing Director, Paul Shenton who is
dual qualified as a solicitor
and barrister.
“Personal injury is a traditionally strong area of our
business and has continued

to perform well while our
commercial litigation costs
practice has enjoyed its best
ever year with a number of
big ticket instructions.
This is an area we are looking to further develop in the
future,” he added.

Mills & Reeve appoints Manchester-based
head of environment
Leading national law firm
Mills & Reeve has appointed Keith Davidson as
head of environmental
law. He will be based in
the firm’s Manchester office.

heading the environmental
law team at LexisNexis in
London, said: “It’s an exciting time to be with Mills &
Reeve in Manchester which
has ambitious plans.”

Keith, who was previously a
partner at Pannone before

Niall Innes, head of the
Manchester office, said: “We

are always looking to
strengthen our existing
team with the appointment
of leading lawyers across a
number of disciplines and
the appointment of Keith,
who has a national reputation, reflects our growth aspirations in Manchester.”

Hale law firm celebrate as first
trainee qualifies as a Solicitor
Based in Hale, Cheshire
Blackstone Solicitors have
just celebrated a milestone as their first trainee
has qualified as a Solicitor.
Awarded Excellence in investors in people last year
the firm are proud and
keen to congratulate
Charlotte Turner on her
achievement.

Hannah Carter, Rachel Watkin, Karen Beddow & Heather Morris

scan me to download your
complimentary
Manchester Law Society Reward Card
smart phone app

Blackstone Solicitors was set
up in 2010 by Emma Nawaz
to specialise in Dispute Resolution.
Towards the end of 2014 the
firm expanded their services
to include a Property De-

partment. Emma Nawaz is
focused on building a successful and passionate team
around her. Emma Nawaz
comments, “My sincere congratulations to Charlotte. I
am so proud of what Charlotte has achieved over the
past two years. Her knowledge of commercial litigation
and
possession
proceedings is exceptional.
Charlotte was instrumental
in winning a Court of Appeal case during her training. Undoubtedly her
tenacious approach and
real eye for detail will prove
an asset to our team.
Well done Charlotte.”

Charlotte Turner
Charlotte Turner, aged 27
years studied at Imperial
College London. Charlotte
comments, “I am extremely
proud to have qualified as
Blackstone’s first trainee and
I am delighted to be joining
the litigation team.”

The deadline for the May edition of The Messenger is 9th April

BARRY FRIESLANDER MCIArb
Certified Mediator
Complex business & matrimonial disputes resolved

P: 08448 777 888
M: 07973 394 803
E: info@dispute-resolve.co.uk
W: www.dispute-resolve.co.uk

Barry holds Certified Elite Mediator status, compliant with the UK Ministry of Justice, EU &
UK Civil Mediation Council Mediator Database and is accredited by the ADR Group.

Wilmslow solicitor Bott & Co shortlisted Panel appointment for Exchange
for four industry awards
Chambers
Bott & Co Solicitors are
cracking open the Champagne this week after
being shortlisted for not
one, but four categories at
this year’s Modern Claims
Awards.
The personal injury and
flight delay specialist has
been shortlisted for: Legal
Team of the Year, Technology Initiative of the Year,
Client Care Award and Marketing Campaign of the
Year.
The Wilmslow based law
firm will be going head-tohead with the likes of Box
Legal, First4lawyers Ltd and
Swiftcover at the award cer-

emony, which will take
place in April.
Bott & Co Solicitors is the
UK’s leading flight delay
compensation law firm, also
specialising in personal injury, beauty negligence and
holiday sickness claims. The
company is one of the
largest consumer law firms
in the UK, with more than
80 employees.
Managing Partner at Bott &
Co David Bott said:“To be
shortlisted for one award is
fantastic but to be recognised by your peers for four
awards is absolutely amazing. Being recognised for
excellence in Client Care,

Marketing and Information
Technology is a real pat on
the back for the whole firm.

Exchange Chambers has become the first barristers’ Chambers in the North to be appointed
to AIG’s panel for professional negligence work.

“It’s a wonderful acknowledgment of all the time and
hard work each department
puts into providing the best
possible service for our
clients.”

In being appointed to the panel, Exchange Chambers will now be instructed by AIG’s panel firms Kennedys, Robin Simon and Mills & Reeve - on professional lines matters.

The first ever Modern
Claims Awards 2015 ceremony will take place on
30th April at New Dock Hall
–The Royal Armouries in
Leeds. The event promises a
night of glitz and glamour
in celebration of businesses
‘embracing opportunities in
an ever changing landscape’.

Bott & Co partners David Bott, Paul Hinchliffe and Gary Froggatt

Jefferies Solicitors launches new
motoring services
Personal injury compensation specialist, Jefferies
Solicitors, is extending its
legal offering to include
motoring offences.
From today, the law firm will
be providing a nationwide
‘one-stop shop’ for clients
facing motoring offences at
a fixed price, with no hidden
charges.
This new service will mean
that customers enquiring
about motoring offence
claims will be entitled to
have a free consultation

with Counsel who specialise
in this area. It is the first time
that Jefferies Solicitors will
be offering this type of dedicated consultation at such
an early stage of proceedings.
Expert advice and representation will be available on
every aspect of motoring
offences, such as dangerous
driving, drink driving and
loss of license offences.
Michael Jefferies, Managing
Director at Jefferies Solicitors, comments, “We’re

pleased to be extending our
legal offering to cover motoring offences, which is a
growing sector. Working together with specialist barristers,
combining
joint
marketing and specialist
court skills means we can
offer a niche and cost effective service to clients nationwide. The service will
offer complete transparency from the initial consultation throughout the
proceedings, making sure
clients are kept fully informed during the entire
process.”

Exchange Chambers’ Director of Chambers, Tom
Handley, will manage the relationship with AIG and
its panel firms. He commented: “This is a significant
appointment for our dedicated professional negligence team. We are delighted with the opportunity
to work closely with AIG and its panel firms.”
Exchange Chambers has wide-ranging expertise in
relation to claims against professionals, whether for
breach of contract, negligence, breach of fiduciary
duty or breach of trust.
The Set has professional negligence barristers at all
levels of seniority and their experience extends to
all aspects of the dispute resolution process, including the giving of pre-litigation and strategic
advice, giving effect the Professional Negligence
Pre-Action Protocol, ADR/mediation, and making
effective use of the Courts and the Court process.

Tom Handley
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Sir Maurice Kay joins Kings Chambers Private screening of war movie for
Irwin Mitchell
On 26th February Geraldine McCool, National
Head of Military Injury
Claims Team at Irwin
Mitchell hosted a private
screening of the BAFTAnominated film Kajaki,
based on the real-life
story of the tragic minefield
incident
in
Afghanistan.

Kings Chambers is delighted to announce that
Sir Maurice Kay, former
Vice-President of the
Court of Appeal and one
of the UK’s most respected
Appellate Judges , has
joined Chambers.
Having retired from the
Court of Appeal Civil Division in October 2014, Sir
Maurice has joined Kings
Chambers to resume practice, specifically in the capacity of Arbitrator . He will
accept instructions both do-

mestically and internationally.
“We’re extremely pleased
that Sir Maurice should
choose Kings Chambers as
he returns to private practice,” says Dr Nicholas
Braslavsky QC, Head of
Chambers at Kings. “He had
a formidable reputation on
the bench, presiding in a
range of important and difficult cases both as a High
Court Judge and a Lord Justice of Appeal. The experience Sir Maurice brings will

benefit Chambers significantly. I suspect his ability to
act as an Arbitrator will be in
great demand”

Geraldine and colleagues
acted for the parents of
Mark Wright GC who lost his
life in the incident which
was the subject of a highprofile Inquest. The team
also assisted PUKKA Films
and were joined at the
screening by BAFTA-nominated Director Paul Katis,
Lucy Trendle Associate Pro-

ducer and Phoebe Katis,
who wrote and performed
the music.
Two of Mark’s colleagues,
Sergeant Stu Pearson and
Fusilier Andy Barlow, who
both lost legs in the blast,
also attended for a Question
and Answer session after
the screening. Mark’s parents, Bob and Jem, sent
their views on the film for
Geraldine to read out to
guests and thanked actor
David Elliott for his portrayal
of their son. David also attended before jetting off to
New Zealand for filming.
Irwin Mitchell business and
private guests came together for the evening and
afterwards paid tribute to

the bravery of those involved.
Geraldine said “This was a
fantastic evening to really
highlight Kajaki’s success
and make sure Mark
Wright’s legacy lives on
through the film. "It was really special to hear Paul say
when he wanted to first
move the project forward
that he picked up the
phone to the Solicitors to
ask them to talk to the lads
and to Bob and Jem, because they were trusted. We
are very fortunate to work
with and keep links with
such special people.”

Sir Maurice will practise
from Kings Chambers in
Manchester, Birmingham
and Leeds. “Kings has an
enviable reputation across a
large geographical area and
in addition to its established
advocacy services, the set
has a very good profile in arbitration matters which I
found very attractive,” he
said.

12 years at the top for Mills & Reeve
Leading national law firm
Mills & Reeve has made
The Sunday Times’ prestigious 100 Best Companies
to Work For list for a record
twelfth year running.
The firm, which employs almost 890 people across its
six offices, has been named
as one of 100 Best Mid-Sized
Companies to Work For as a
result of outstanding levels
of staff engagement and the
firm’s commitment to creating a friendly and supportive working environment for
all employees.
The firm was ranked in 72nd
place overall and is the only
UK law firm to have appeared on the list for 12 con-

secutive years and one of
only a small number of organisations nationally to
have achieved this.
Just over 80% of employees
feel proud to work for the
firm and 65% are happy
with the work life balance
they can achieve. 83% of
staff get involved with the
firm’s charitable activities.
Team members care about
each other (a 79% positive
score) and go out of their
way to help one another
(77%).
Sandy Boyle, HR director,
said: “We are extremely
proud to have received this
accolade for the twelfth year
in a row. At Mills & Reeve we

are continuously striving to
make sure all our staff feel
valued as we know that’s the
best way to motivate people. Happy colleagues mean
happy clients, so it’s really
important that we listen to
what our staff tell us. The
positive feedback from staff
has been overwhelming and
the resulting scores are testament to that.”
With over 1,050 organisations taking part and more
than 226,000 employees
surveyed, 100 Best Companies to Work For is the most
comprehensive analysis of
workplace engagement,
opinion and satisfaction in
the UK.

Croftons’ Commercial Property
Team Expands
Property
Solicitor,
Danielle Leeming, joins
Croftons Solicitors LLP as
the latest in the firm’s appointments to its property team.
Danielle, who trained at
North West law firm Marsden Rawsthorn Solicitors,
has worked on a number of
high profile commercial
property transactions since
2011, including sales and
purchases, property finance, commercial leases,
and development and planning.
Commenting on the appointment, Croftons’ Head
of Commercial Real Estate,
Bob Agnew said: “Danielle
is a welcome addition to our
team, particularly at a time
when the property market
is buoyant. Many of our
clients have exciting plans,
are critically looking at their
property portfolios and future needs, and are refocusing their assets to optimise
their value.”

Danielle has a first class degree in Law and Psychology.
Alongside her training, she
has worked in hotel management, where she has
been recognised for excellent customer care and attention to detail in planning
events. Former law firm
manager describes Danielle
as the best Trainee Solicitor
that she has worked with,
with so much enthusiasm
and always consistent.
“I am very excited to be joining Croftons,” adds Danielle.
“From the moment I met
Bob Agnew and Managing
Partner Simon Leighton, I
sensed the breadth of
clients and work I would be
involved in, the open and
friendly culture of the firm,
and the opportunities for
my own career development.”
Danielle will work directly
with Bob Agnew and Nataliya Healey (Associate Solicitor, who joined the firm
in March 2014 from Addle-

Danielle Leeming
shaw Goddard) and be part
of the 27-strong specialist
property and regeneration
team which provides a
range of legal services to
corporate clients, registered
providers (housing associations), local authorities and
property investors/developers. The firm has expanded
continuously over the past 5
years with a number of
major new client wins,
planned recruitment and
wider range of services.
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Hill Dickinson welcomes tax lawyer to
its Corporate Team
Commercial law firm, Hill
Dickinson, has bolstered
its corporate team with
the appointment of Jade
Chan as a dedicated corporate tax lawyer.

Double family silk celebration
on Circuit

With experience across all
areas of transactional tax,
Jade joins the 31 strong corporate team as associate
working across the firm’s
Manchester and Liverpool
offices. Jade’s new role will
see her acting on behalf of
both buyers and sellers in
corporate
transactions
ranging from acquisitions
and disposals of ownermanaged businesses to private equity investments.
She will also be advising on
other matters such as the
taxation aspects of employment, commercial and
property law.
Jade joins from DWF, where
she advised a wide range of
clients including food companies, national estate
agents, universities, law
firms and private investors.
She has extensive experience in personal tax, drafting and negotiating tax
schedules, undertaking tax
due diligence and drafting
risk reports.

Jade Chan
Commenting on Jade’s appointment, Sue Russell,
Head of the corporate team
at Hill Dickinson said: “We
welcome Jade and her expertise into the team as we
look to build upon what’s
been a very strong year so
far. This latest appointment

highlights our growth ambitions and enhances our
client and sector offerings.”
Jade Chan added: “I’m delighted to join such a wellrespected, established team
at a time of significant
growth.”

Marc Willems and Julia Cheetham
The appointment as one
of her majesty’s Queen’s
Counsel is always a special
day for the recipient of the
letter (although this year
it was an email) from the
Lord Chancellor’s department which reads “That
the Queen has approved
that you should be appointed one of Her
Majesty’s Counsel.”
The swearing in ceremony is
a proud day at the Houses
of Parliament as the Lord
Chancellor greets the successful applicants, family
and friends and then an
oath is taken as testament
and in recognition of their
standing in the law.
This year this Circuit has witnessed something very special indeed. The 3 recipients
of Silk on Circuit are Julia
Cheetham from Deans
Court Chambers, Lisa
Roberts from Lincoln House
and Marc Willems from Cobden House.
When the email was received at 4.30 precisely on
Monday 19th January of
the recipients of successful

emails were Julia Cheetham
and Marc Willems who were
particularly keen to share
their news with each other.
The reason for this eagerness is because they are
married to each other.
Who knows what life in the
household would have
been like had one of them
not been successful with
their application but thankfully the Lord Chancellors’s
Queens Counsel selection
panel can spot a great team
and together with their
Chambers they have been
jointly celebrating this fantastic achievement.
Julia’s specialisms involve
complex proceedings relating to children including
care proceedings, adoption,
wardship and judicial review. Recent highlights
have included overseas
work acting in the British
Overseas Territories instructed by the Falkland Islands and St Helena
Governments.
Marc specialises in catastrophic personal injury litigation, clinical negligence,

court of protection, judicial
review and regulatory law.
Recent successes have included cases in the
Supreme Court.
They met at university, Marc
proposed the day after Bar
Final results and they married a year later. Since then
they have both enjoyed successful careers at their
Chambers and they both
made their silks declaration
before the Lord Chancellor
at a ceremony in Westminster Hall on the 16th February.
Protocol dictated that they
were not able to sit together at the ceremony but
it’s clear that being at 2 separate sets in the City has
done nothing to divide their
individual and collective
success.
Both sets warmly congratulate them and would also
like to take the opportunity
to pass on their thanks to all
the clients and firms who
have supported them over
the years without which this
would not have been possible.
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Charity & CSR

Hill Dickinson’s Manchester office trains
with Team GB Taekwondo athletes

Jefferies Solicitors supports charity
close to their hearts

Following Hill Dickinson's
appointment as official
legal services supplier to
GB Taekwondo last year, a
team from Hill Dickinson’s
Manchester office took
part in a training session
with GB Taekwondo athletes.

Compensation specialist,
Jefferies Solicitors staff
swapped their more formal attire for red sweaters
and t-shirts in the latest of
a string of events to support the British Heart
Foundation.

The session took place on 20
February 2015 at the athletes’ national training facility
in
Manchester.
Participants from the firm
watched some of the top
Team GB athletes, including
Damon
Sansum
and
Olympic bronze medallist
and European Champion,
Lutalo Muhammad, training
in preparation for various
upcoming competitions, not
least the 2016 Olympics in
Rio.

The 50 strong Altrinchambased office donned the
colour in support of the
British Heart Foundation’s
‘Wear it, Beat it’ campaign
which saw 23,000 people
across the country raise

Participants were then put

through their paces with
some warm up exercises,
before Damon and Lutalo
demonstrated some of the
basic - and not so basic taekwondo kicks.
The training session was attended by Hill Dickinson's
Ian Gillis, Paul Spence, Martin March, Chris Johnston,
Jonathan Gillow, David
Mkhitarian, Rhian Hughes,
Mercy Mba, Kin Liu, Jade

Chan, Sabina Davis, James
Down, Katie Somerville,
Faye Russell and Oli Benson.
Ian Gillis, who heads up the
Manchester corporate team
at Hill Dickinson, commented on the session:
"Thank you to the GB Taekwondo athletes for taking
time out of their busy training schedules to train my
colleagues and I. Skills
taught at the session, such
as focus and discipline, can
be transferred and applied
to both everyday life and
business."

funds for the lifesaving research into heart and circulatory disease.
The practice, which was established in 1993, is dedicated
to
supporting
charities and regularly takes
part in fundraisers, having
raised thousands of pounds
over the years.
Michael Jefferies, managing
director at Jefferies Solicitors, says: “The interest of
the public is at the heart of

the company and we’re always keen to support good
causes such as this one,
which raised over £100.
“The British Heart Foundation do fantastic work in the
fight against cardiovascular
disease so we wanted to
play a part. We’re looking
forward to future fundraising ideas and have a cake
sale planned later this
week.”

Hill Dickinson will be providing a wide range of legal
support to GB Taekwondo
and the firm’s specialist
sports team will also be advising individual athletes on
the run up to the Olympic
Games in 2016.

What’s in a link?
At some point in recent
years, you may have received a rather questionable offer to build you 100
links for $10 (or similar) and
get you to the top of
Google.

ing links rather than building them, as third party sites
link to the fantastic content
resources you have created
on your site. But content
creation is by no means
easy.

Obviously, it's an offer too
good to be true. These links
are gained by spam tactics,
and should be avoided at all
costs: they won't help you,
and moreover, they could
fall foul of Google's algorithm and damage your
site's performance. On the
other hand, the 'right' links
can contribute to search visibility, traffic and brand
awareness, and are therefore vital in an online marketing campaign.

A huge amount of time
from a lot of people is invested in the research, writing,
and
design
or
production of content. It
needs to be original, useful
and thought leading, with a
clear target audience in
mind – and of course, it
needs to look the part.
At the core of content marketing lies the principle that
site owners will actually
benefit from linking to you,
as your content will inform
and entertain their readers.
You certainly won't get that
for $10.

So when it's done properly,
what goes into building a
link?

Building relationships
Building resources
Content marketing is a strategy favoured by many – in
short, it means you are earn-

When it comes to the publication and promotion of
your content, there is another big investment of

time needed.
Not just any site will do; first,
its authority, relevance and
audience need to be evaluated. Once a suitable site is
identified, it takes time to
build up a fruitful relationship with the owner. That
can involve approaching a
site with a unique angle
that is suitable for their audience, understanding what
topics they're interested in,
adding value with accompanying editorial, or simply
building up trust before
pitching the content.
Once a relationship is established, it is nurtured and developed – like journalists or
PR professionals, today's
outreach experts have a
treasured book of trusted
contacts in high places.
In short, days of work might
go into earning just one
link; but you can rest assured it will be valuable, algorithm-friendly, and above
all, worth it.
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Express Solicitors secures £10.06 million Clinical Negligence Solicitors missing
growth backing from RBS
out on payments on account
Express Solicitors, the
specialist personal injury
law firm, has secured a
£10.06m funding package
with The Royal Bank of
Scotland (RBS).
The funding will support
the company in the
achievement of its growth
ambitions, helping to finance a strategy based on
both organic and acquisition based expansion, as
well as providing funding
for its day to day working
capital needs.
Based in Northernden, near
Manchester airport, Express
Solicitors is an award winning Top 200 UK law firm
that specialise in every area
of personal injury claims including employer’s liability,
road traffic accidents, serious injuries, clinical negligence, occupier’s and public
liability and industrial disease.
The company was established by James Maxey in
September 2000 and has
since enjoyed rapid growth
and expansion, securing an
average of 30% organic year
on year growth for the last
14 years.

In April 2014, the business
undertook its first competitor acquisition, a move
which has given the legal
firm an appetite to look increasingly at this process as
a means of additional
growth achievement.
James Maxey, Managing
Partner of Express Solicitors
said: “We have had great
success during the course of
the last 14 years, achieving
continuous growth and establishing an excellent reputation amongst clients in
the personal injury industry.
Since 2012 alone the number of cases we have on our
books has risen from 2355
to 6833 which shows just
how quickly our business is
expanding.
“The funding package we
have secured with RBS will
enable us to focus on the
growth of the business
without having to compromise on other areas. It is our
intention to begin to look at
more competitor acquisitions as an additional
means of securing growth
and the funding will support this.

have worked alongside us
to develop a package that
will work with our growth
strategy in the long term.
We have banked with RBS
since we first set up Express
Solicitors and their support
has been excellent from the
start. In addition to funding,
we have found the seminars
and other events that the
team host to be really useful, helping us to form positive business connections
that have really benefited
the firm.”
Steve Taylor, Senior Relationship Manager at The
Royal Bank of Scotland said:
“We are delighted that we
have been able to support
Express Solicitors with the
funding
package.
The management team has
a very clear set of objectives
for the company and their
success in recent years has
shown just how dedicated
they are to achieving these
results. We look forward to
continuing to work with the
firm and to help them
achieve their growth ambitions in the future.”

“Steve and the team at RBS
have been fantastic and

Clinical negligence solicitors throughout the UK
are missing out on payments on account when
the courts make costs orders – even though they
are entitled to them in the
vast majority of cases.
Research released today by
Just Costs Solicitors, indicates that in cases where solicitors obtain an order for
costs, the courts are automatically making an order
for a payment on account in
just 15% of cases.
In cases where the courts
have not made an order for
payment on account of
costs, 80% of the time it is
because solicitors have not
asked for one. In only 5% of
cases are the courts finding
there is a good reason not
to do so.
Just Costs Solicitors spoke
to 1178 medical negligence
partners at law firms
throughout the UK for its research.
Commenting on the findings, Nick McDonnell, Senior Associate and Northern
Regional Manager at Just
Costs said:
“The Civil Procedure Rules
state that where the court
orders a party to pay costs
subject to detailed assessment, it will order that party
to pay a reasonable sum on
account of costs, unless
there is good reason not to

Nick McDonnell
do so.
This research shows that
claimant firms are missing
out on the opportunity to
significantly improve their
cash flow by failing to secure payments on account.”
If an application is made for
an interim payment, the research indicates that costs
are being recovered in 89%
of cases.
Added Nick: “Essentially applications should not be

needed if advocates simply
drew the court’s attention
to rule 44.2(8). If the matter
settles by consent, a term
for payment on account
should be included in the
order.
“Applications are needed
when the costs agreement
is by way of Part 36 – and if
the application is made, the
research shows that in the
vast majority of cases they
are successful in recovering
the costs of their application in addition.”

Julian Goode joins Exchange Chambers
Exchange Chambers has
strengthened its criminal
department in Manchester with the arrival of
criminal barrister Julian
Goode.

James Maxey, managing partner at Express Solicitors and Steve Taylor, senior
relationship manager at Royal Bank of Scotland

Call: 01392 423607

Julian, who was called to
the Bar in 2006, joins Exchange Chambers from St
Johns Buildings. His practice involves both prosecution and defence work
including fraud, sexual assaults, dishonesty, Proceeds
of Crime, drugs and violence. He also has extensive

knowledge of road traffic
matters. In addition, Julian
regularly appears for the
Department of Work and
Pensions, prosecuting benefit fraud cases and represents Police officers in
misconduct matters.
Commenting on his decision to join Exchange
Chambers, Julian Goode
said:

North and I am looking forward to further developing
my practice at such a forward-thinking Chambers.”
Said Director of Chambers,
Tom Handley: “Julian’s arrival further strengthens our
criminal team which now
has over seventy members
defending and prosecuting
at
all
levels.
We are delighted to welcome him to Chambers.”

“Exchange Chambers is
widely recognised as the
leading criminal set in the

The deadline for the May 2015
edition of The Messenger
is 9th April 2015
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Forensic Update

What is a forensic accountant?
John Grogan gives some insights into how
he answers this question at parties....
Those of us who make our living plying a trade that the average person in the street does not come across regularly,
if it all, often have to explain what we do when we get into
conversation with strangers.

most forensic accountants spend most of our time doing.
Why do people think that forensic accountants have no role
to play except in cases of fraud?

My short description of what I do is of course to say that I
am a “forensic accountant”, but I do so only reluctantly, for
the reasons I shall explain below. Then I await the reaction
with raised eyebrows.

I usually respond by explaining that behind the forensic accountant badge I am just an accountant. I am not a different type of accountant. I am just applying the abilities and
skills that my training and experience have given me in a
different context from that in which most accountants operate.

The responses fall into three types.
Most lawyers obviously know quite well what purpose
forensic accountants serve, even if they practise in a field
where the assistance of an accountant is unlikely ever to be
required. Interestingly, some lawyers who regularly instruct
forensic accountants are often not aware of the full range
of litigation areas where forensic accountants can and do
assist. I have met personal injury lawyers who regularly instruct accountants, who are baffled as to what possible use
a forensic accountant can be to a matrimonial lawyer dealing with money cases, and vice versa. I wonder sometimes
whether it seems to them that an accountant working on a
matrimonial case one week and a personal injury case the
next is analogous to a matrimonial lawyer trying their hand
at a personal injury case or vice versa. The answer of course
is that it is not analogous at all. In both types of case the accountant is just being an accountant and is bringing to bear
the same skills and expertise.
Many non-lawyers have absolutely no idea what a forensic
accountant is, and therefore my raised eyebrows are met
with puzzled looks. I then launch into the fuller explanation, which is that I am “a chartered accountant, most of
whose work is carried out as an expert witness in litigation
cases”. That usually does the trick. The conversation then
moves on to explanations of the type of litigation cases
where accountants are from time to time required – matrimonial, professional negligence, personal injury, commercial disputes, white collar crime etc.
However the non-lawyers who have heard of forensic accountants, and so think they have a rough idea of what
they do, provide interesting responses. The most common
one is “that must be very glamorous”. I never understand
why. Do people assume that I spend my working life jetting from one exotic location to another? Another regular
response is to say that it must be very interesting to spend
all one’s time investigating frauds. Well of course some of
the time I do investigate allegations of fraudulent activity,
but that is not the bread and butter reality of what I and

So the “forensic” part of the “forensic accountant” label is
about the context in which the accountant operates, not
about what kind of accountant he or she, in essence, is.
That is why I prefer not to describe myself as “a forensic accountant” but as “a chartered accountant most of whose
work is carried out as an expert witness in litigation cases”.
“Forensic accountant” is too often misunderstood to mean
a different type of accountant.
And yet of course there are at least two types of forensic accountant – those who have no significant or recent experience of mainstream accountancy practice and those who
were or are experienced practitioners in the general sense.
Many are the judicial observations that expert evidence
from those with a wide background in general practice will
often provide a more reliable source than that of experts
who have left mainstream practice to focus solely on being
experts.
I myself fall into the second category, but in fairness to my
esteemed colleagues who fall into the first category I must
add that the difference does not always matter. Some of
the so called accountancy evidence that is brought before
the courts simply calls for analysis of raw financial data,
without any opportunity to apply the high level knowledge
and skills that are the province of accountants. Solicitors
instruct accountants in such cases because they are
thought, correctly, to have an essential numeracy, and a facility with spreadsheet packages, that make them well
suited to such work. Whether an accountant has real and
up to date experience of mainstream accountancy practice
at a senior level is irrelevant in this type of work as the work
affords no opportunity to bring such experience to bear in
any event.
It is in the cases requiring the deployment of high level expertise in the core subject matter of the accountancy profession that the difference matters.

John Grogan is a chartered
accountant and a chartered tax
adviser. Since 2009 he has been
the founding principal of his own
independent practice, JGA, in
which he provides expert witness
services to the legal community
and accounting and tax services
to businesses and individuals.
Between 1986 and 2009 John
was a partner at PKF, the former
top-ten national firm of
accountants, now part of BDO.

Manchester Law Society
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awards, Lucie Alker took the Trainee Award, and the firm
also won the Pro Bono/Community Initiative, Litigation,
Property and Large firm awards.
It was also a successful evening for LHS Solicitors who
walked away with the Regulatory and Medium Firm Award,
much to the delight of Ian Lewis and Graham Small who collected the coveted trophies.
Bott & Co also scooped two Awards, Kevin Clarke won Associate of the Year, saying he was “lost for words” and David
Bott and Paul Hinchcliffe collected the Award for Small Firm
of the Year.
The Private Client Award went to Beth Wilkins and Catherine Jones of JMW Solicitors who have worked together for
over 25 years.
Matthew Claughton of Olliers Solicitors took the Partner of
the Year Award, an outstanding achievement for a criminal
lawyer. Joanne McLeod of the Law Society, who sponsored
the Award said “I am delighted that Matthew has won this
award. He is an outstanding leader in what are, a very challenging set of circumstances for all criminal law firms.”

Michael Redfern Q.C. with principle sponsors
Bernadette Bennett of Moneypenny and Nigel Wright of
Converge TS looking on

The evening’s MC - Eamonn O’Neal

David Bott and Paul Hinchcliffe

Jason Dixon of Docutech Office Solutions and
Alison Hibbert of By Parallel draw the raffle

Happy guests

Sally Harrison Q.C. goes to accept her Award of Barrister of
the Year

Networking at the Champagne Reception

At least you don’t have to walk it...

St John’s Buildings were also celebrating; Barrister of the
Year Award was won by Sally Harrison Q.C., they were
named Chambers of the Year and Michael Redfern Q.C. was
honoured with the Lifetime Achievement Award. Michael
specialises in clinical negligence cases involving cerebral
palsy in particular, personal injury including catastrophic
and brain injury and employers liability and road traffic
cases. He was also the Leader of the Northern Circuit from
2005 to 2008 which involved him being involved in Bar Politics at the highest level.
Fran Eccles-Bech, chief executive of the Manchester Law Society, commented: “The 2015 Manchester Legal Awards exceeded every expectation in terms of the volume and
quality of entries. Every year the bar is raised and the judges
have an incredibly difficult task to select winners from the
consistently high standard of entries.Our city is burgeoning
with a huge number of extremely talented lawyers and
leaders, operating in a range of disciplines and in firms and
chambers of all shapes and sizes. The winners of awards really are the cream of their profession and a credit to our sector.”
During the evening Fran made an appeal on behalf of the
Society’s nominated charity, NSPCC’s Childline Schools Service. The Charity recruits and trains volunteers to talk to primary school children about different forms of abuse and
ways to stay safe. During the night the raffle raised £6289.70
for this good cause.
The evening would not have been such as success without
the efforts of so many people. First of all the Judging Panel
who had the extremely difficult task selecting the winners.
The Judges were Louise Straw, President of Manchester Law
Society, Martin Jackson, President of the Insurance Institute
of Manchester, Fran Eccles-Bech Chief Executive of Manchester Law Society, Ruth Shearn, Managing Director of RMS
PR, Nigel Wright, Managing Director of Converge TS, Professor Nigel Savage, President of the University of Law, Adam
Jupp, Head of Business the Manchester Evening News, HHJ
Judge David Stockdale, Resident Judge Manchester Crown
Court, Edward G Smethurst, Chairman Commerce & Industry Group North West, Sarah Hutchinson, Director of Savage
Hutchinson Consulting Ltd, Clive Memmott, Chief Executive
Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce, HH Judge Allan
Gore QC, Designated Civil Judge Manchester and John
Jones Chair of Pro Manchester.
Thanks are also due to the principle sponsors, Converge TS
and Moneypenny; to Docutech Office Solutions for sponsoring the welcome drinks reception, to DX for sponsoring
the band and the sponsors of the individual awards; Eamonn O’Neal the host for the evening, the Manchester
Evening News and in particular the Business Editor Adam
Jupp; RMS PR the Awards PR & Marketing partner and in
particular Ruth Shearn, Dan Gledhill and Andrew Avery;
MMA Digital the Digital Partner who videoed the whole
event, in particular Dez Derry and Simon Gamble; the band,
The Rush who ensured that the dancing went on until the
early hours of the morning, firms who donated raffle prizes,
and finally the staff at the Midland Hotel.
So, until next year.....
Julia Baskerville

The video of the evening can be viewed at
youtu.be/e1cICp6Tc8o

Th
hank y
you to all our
sponso
sponsors
ors an
and partners.

r more information:

www.manchesterlegalawards.co.uk
@MLA
Awards

Principal sponsors

Event host

Media partner

Marketing partner

Digital Partner

Manchester Law Society

Chartered Legal Executive
of the Year
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Associate of the Year

Crime Team of the Year
Paul Schofield for Farleys Solicitors LLP

Rachel Stevens of Weightmans LLP

“I am absolutely thrilled to accept this award on behalf of the team,
although I do feel that although it was a very strong shortlist, we
deserved to win. Despite the attacks on the profession from the
government, we are determined to fight the good fight.”

“This is a wonderful surprise, but also slightly overwhelming. I have
been a Legal Executive for three years and I am now the Chair of the
Manchester branch of ILEX. I feel it is important that young people
are aware that there are alternative routes to qualifying as a solicitor and ILEX is a brilliant way to get into the legal profession.”

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

“ It is a great pleasure to sponsor the Manchester Legal Awards.
Manchester Metropolitan University has a strong reputation for vocational training and the legal profession is now diversifying and
we are responding to that through our training and legal apprenticeships scheme.
Catherine Little, Head of Law School
Manchester Metropolitan University.

Kevin Clarke of Bott & Co Solicitors Ltd
“I am not usually lost for words, but tonight I am. I came into the
profession via the ILEX route, and have felt that in the past award
evenings such as the MLA were for “proper’ lawyers, but tonight illustrates that the profession is changing and there are now a number of routes to qualification and success. I will be so proud to show
this award to my two sons when I get home.”

We are proud to be associated with the Manchester Legal Awards
and in particular to be able to sponsor the Crime Team of the Year.
We work with many criminal practitioners and I offer my congratulations to Paul and the team at Farleys.
James Drew
DPS Software

Sponsored by
A former lawyer, I am now a Director of Interlink Recruitment. We
are very happy to be associated with the Manchester Legal Awards
and delighted to sponsor this award. My congratulations to Kevin
and all of the other winners this evening.
Louis Rosenthal
Interlink Recruitment

Trainee of the Year

Pro Bono/Community
Initiative of the Year
Corporate/Commercial Team
of the Year

Lucie Alker of Eversheds LLP
“I am elated, shocked and really, really pleased to have won this
award. I was delighted when I was nominated by the firm, then to
be shortlisted. To have won this award is just amazing. I have had a
wonderful time as a trainee and I am currently on secondment at
Manchester United FC and due to qualify as a solicitor in September.”

Jonathan Watkins for DLA Piper LLP
“We are delighted to win this award. The last six months have been
extremely busy and there has been a lot of activity in Manchester.
Zeus has really opened up the public markets and we have seen
some good M & A activity. There is a lot of competition in this area,
but we have been able to work on a number of excellent deals, I am
thrilled.”

Sponsored by

Alasdair Outhwaite for Eversheds LLP
We always like to sponsor the Trainee Award at the MLA as we train
the young lawyers of tomorrow. The University of Law is currently
expanding in Manchester with a new lecture theatre to accommodate more young lawyers. Lucie is an outstanding Trainee, with
great prospects and I offer my congratulations to her.
Carol Draycott
The University of Law

“I am very pleased to accept this award on behalf of the CSR team.
We do a lot of work during the course of the year and Eversheds are
committed to its CSR policy and encouraging staff to become involved. During the year we have supported a number of local food
banks and Victoria House, a refuge for the homeless. We also have
a programme, ‘Eversheds Unlocked’ which is aimed at students who
are first time family members to go to university, are studying at
state schools and have a genuine enthusiasm for the legal profession. We work with a number of local schools to give young people
from ‘disadvantaged' backgrounds the support to successfully apply
to university and understand what they need to do to secure a
training contract.”
Sponsored by
Eclipse Legal Systems are very proud to be associated with the
Manchester Legal Awards. I am very happy to present this award to
Eversheds who have made such a commitment to their CSR strategy
and to be part of something that is giving back to the community.
Delores Evelyn
Eclipse Legal Systems

Sponsored by

This is a very interesting time in the Manchester legal market and
although we are a national company, Manchester is our homeland
and we are very happy to support the Manchester Legal Awards.
Jon-Paul Hanrahan
Douglas Scott Legal Recruitment
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Employment Team of the
Year

MLA 2015

PI/Clinical Negligence Team Property Team of the Year
of the Year
Karen Jackson for Roberts Jackson
“I am really pleased to have won this award. Over the past 12
months we have won a number of national awards and this was the
least expected. I think it is important to the team at Roberts Jackson to have local recognition and to be a part of the Manchester
Legal Awards. The calibre of the shortlist was very high, so I am delighted.”
Sponsored by

Martin Price for Slater & Gordon
“I am very proud to accept his award. It has been a very busy year
for the Employment Team and we have seen large growth in terms
of fees and we have also been involved in some very interesting
cases. This award recognizes our hard work.”

Eclipse Legal Systems are delighted to be able to sponsor the
PI/Clinical Negligence Award and offer our congratulations to Karen
Jackson and the team at Roberts Jackson, who, I am pleased to say
use the Eclipse Proclaim system.

Nancy Brown for Eversheds

Russell Thomson
Eclipse Legal Systems

“I am very pleased, its has been a fantastic year. Our success is all
about good teamwork. We often have to work in high pressurised
situations and that is when excellent teamwork counts. I am very
happy.”
Sponsored by

Sponsored by
Every year we sponsor the Manchester Legal Awards as we are
experts in providing legal indemnity products for the profession.We
love dealing and working with successful property law firms and I
offer my congratulations to Nancy and Eversheds.

We specialise in providing telephony systems to law firms to improve the customer experience and are delighted to sponsor the
Manchester Legal Awards.
Neil Hollands, Concert Networks
Law firms are at a high risk from cyber threats and our experience
in this fields allows to assist law firms to reduce this threat. We are
very happy to sponsor the awards and offer congratulations to all of
the winners.
Stephen Robinson, Xyone Cyber Security

Litigation Team of the Year

John Maidens
First Title

Regulatory Team of the Year
Private Client Team of the Year
Catherine Jones & Beth Wilkins
of JMW Solicitors
Catherine Jones “This is brilliant. Beth and I have been friends
since we qualified as solicitors and have worked together for 25
years. We are delighted and also, very surprised.”
Beth Wilkins“We are the joint Heads of the department, and have
worked together for many years. We used to work for opposing
firms, but Catherine and I met at a Conference in Eastbourne and
Catherine suggested I join her at Pannone, which I did. Three years
ago we moved along with the team, to JMW and I am thrilled to accept this award.”

Simon Chamberlain for Eversheds LLP
“It is fantastic to win this award again. It is all about improving ourselves as there is a lot of strong competition in Manchester. It has
been a busy year in Manchester and the North West and we have
had some great trial wins. We have also advised a number of north
west businesses on critical business issues, it has been a very interesting and productive year.”

Sponsored by

Ian Lewis for LHS

We are delighted to support the Manchester Legal Awards which
highlights the wealth of legal talent in Manchester. I would like to
offer my congratulations to Beth and Catherine and all of the other
winners this evening.

“I am absolutely thrilled, its wonderful news for the whole team at
LHS, particularly when we were up against the “big boys”. It has
been an incredible year and we have seen enormous growth, in
terms of both staff and turnover. We advise the Police Superintendants Association of England and Wales on regulation and disciplinary matters and are currently representing some officers at the
Hillsborough Inquest. It has been a very busy year, but also a very
productive and successful one and this award adds to our success.”

Jonathan Sherlock
Brown Shipley

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

Successful litigation is all about teamwork and we have the experience and knowledge to assist law firms. The Manchester Legal
Awards is always a great evening and we are happy to support it.
Robert Parry
Baker Tilly

I like to be able to give something back to the legal community as
we have been in business for over 100 years. The Manchester Legal
Awards is a great event and I am very happy to sponsor this award.
John Broadbent
James Jackson

Manchester Law Society

Barrister of the Year
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Partner of the Year

Medium Firm of the Year

Sally Harrison QC of St John’s Buildings

Graham Small for LHS

I am absolutely delighted. We won this award last year and I
thought it was highly unlikely that we would win again. This is a
tribute to all of the hard work put in by our clerks and barristers.

“What a fantastic night, this is our second award this evening. We
have worked hard and had a very good year. We now have 120 staff
across three offices in London, Croydon and Manchester and have
many plans for 2015, including an office move in Manchester It is a
great compliment to win this award considering the rest of the
shortlist, and is one that recognizes home grown talent.”

Sponsored by

Sponsored by
This is a great event and we are delighted to sponsor the Barrister
award. Manchester Law Society are a very special organisation and
we like to be involved with their events. Congratulations to Sally
and all of the other winners this evening.
David Seggar
Metronet (UK)

Matthew Claughton of Olliers Solicitors
I am both delighted and overwhelmed to win this award, particularly as a criminal practitioner. I hope that this winning this award
helps to raise the profile of all criminal practitioners throughout the
country who work so hard for their clients. We are facing many,
many challenges and we need to highlight the issues of cuts to
legal aid and access to justice. I dedicate this award to every criminal practitioner.”

We have had close links with the Manchester legal
community and Manchester Law Society for many years and sponsoring the Legal Awards are an opportunity for MFL Professional to
give something back. My congratulations to LHS.
Kevin McParland
MFL Professional

Sponsored by

I am delighted that Matthew has won this award. He is an outstanding leader in what are, a very challenging set of circumstances
for all criminal law firms. I offer Matthew my congratulations and
to all of the winners tonight.
Joanne McLeod
The Law Society

Barristers’ Chambers of the
Year

Small Firm of the Year

Large Firm of the Year
Michael Clavell-Bate for Eversheds LLP

Sally Harrison QC for St John’s Buildings

Five awards for Eversheds this evening! I am both humbled and delighted. It has been a brilliant year for the firm. This is the first year
out of the recession and we have seen an increase in the quantity
and quality of work. When market conditions improve, we all reap
the benefits. I am very happy with the direction of the firm and our
success tonight.

“It is really important to me to have won this award in particular. It
has been a very busy year in chambers and we have worked really
hard to give something back to the community. We have cycled up
mountains, I have done a stand up comedy spot and been soaked
with wet sponges. It has been an excellent year and I am delighted.”

Sponsored by

Sponsored by
We find the Manchester legal scene to be a very vibrant community
and we are very happy to be associated with the Manchester Legal
Awards. I am delighted that St John’s Buildings have won this
evening and offer my congratulations.
Doug Hargrove
Advanced Legal

David Bott & Paul Hinchcliffe for Bott & Co
Solicitors Ltd
David Bott I am happy and proud, really proud of what we have
achieved, in fact I am beyond proud.
Paul Hinchcliffe We have worked hard to raise the profile of the
firm and want to showcase the legal talent within the firm. We put
a lot of effort into what we do and are recruiting and training new
staff. There are three partners in the firm and we are all Mancunians
and delighted to have been recognised.
Sponsored by
Small firms are the backbone of the profession, yet they face huge
amounts of regulation and we specialise in assisting law firms in
dealing with is. Bott & Co have done brilliantly well and I offer my
congratulations.
Richard Corran
Weightmans LLP

Palladium Associates are delighted to be involved with the
Manchester Legal Awards. It is a great evening which recognises
the wealth of legal talent in the city. My congratulations to Eversheds, the award is well deserved.
Ed Smethurst
Palladium Associates
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Outstanding Achievement
Michael Redfern QC of St John’s Buildings
Michael Redfern QC realised his role in life aged 14 while
watching a TV programme with his mother in Accrington. Alex Bell of MEN Business caught up with him after
he landed the Lifetime Achievement at the Manchester
Legal Awards.
Before becoming a QC Michael Redfern grew up in Accrington and then Davyhulme. He attended Stretford Grammar
School, Leeds University and became a teacher and lecturer
while studying for the final Bar exams.
Since then he has enjoyed a long career in Law, which has
seen him chair two sensitive Government Inquiries: The
Alder Hey Inquiry - which continues to set the rules in terms
of medical consent and organ usage. And the Redfern Inquiry into human tissue analysis in UK nuclear facilities,
called after the Sellafield nuclear facility body parts removal
and testing scandal which received national press coverage
and remains hugely influential to this day.
He has been a well-known figure in the Manchester legal
profession and led his chambers for a number of years and
was instrumental in them becoming the first set of chambers to be corporate members of the Manchester Law Society.
Mr Redfern specialises in the field of Clinical Negligence,
Cerebral Palsy, Brain Injury and Spinal Injury cases and has
built a reputation for taking on cases thought too difficult
or unwinnable, many times on a pro bono basis.
Last month he was handed a Lifetime Achievement Award
at the sixth Manchester Legal Awards. After he told Business
Week: "The recognition is very much appreciated especially
when you realise in retrospect what you have done since
leaving school. You realise you have touched so many people in life and hopefully added value."
The father-of-four who lives in Over Alderley near Macclesfield also revealed how a television programme pushed him
towards law. "When I was 14 my mother called me in from
playing sport on the street in Accrington and said she
wanted me to watch a programme on the television," he
said. "And that programme was how to become a barrister.
I watched it, thought 'that's for me', and never had a thought
of doing anything else but being a Barrister.
"It is an advantage when you know what you want to do, as
you have a vocation and can work towards it. At Stretford
Grammar School two out of eight of us in a class became
barristers and QCs which is quite a lot from such a small
class."
Mr Redfern, of St John's Buildings, was presented with the
award by Bernadette Bennett of Moneypenny and Nigel
Wright of Converge TS, the awards principle sponsors. He
joined an esteemed list of past winners including Rodger
Pannone, Bill Jones, Edward Smethurst, Maurice Watkins
CBE and Michael Mackey. "It's a nice thing to be awarded,"
Mr Redfern told Business Week. "I joined Chambers in Manchester a long time ago now and started doing Magistrates
Court work which transformed into Crown Court work and
a lot of crime for five years.
"The Chambers had a high standing in personal injuries and
personal negligence and I moved into that seamlessly and
it took off from there."
He added: "I had several leading cases which is very satisfying. I did the case of Stark v the Post Office which confirmed
that there was strict liability on the part of employers who
were providing defective equipment at work. That was a
most important decision.
"I was also very interested in the charitable aspects of the
Bar and became a representative in 1984 for the Barristers
Benevolence Association. You don't talk about that, you just
do it. And I had the pleasure of helping Barristers who had
been severely damaged in accidents or had fallen on hard
times for other reasons, right down to providing houses,
adapting them, providing care, physiotherapy."
Arguably his biggest case was Alder Hey though. "Alder Hey
came along as a result of me doing a particular case - I was

approached by the Government to do it. I was told I'd be
mad to take it on and was told I'd be eaten alive, but I said
'forget it, I'm doing it'.
"And it was the most enjoyable year of my life at that
time.We had a small but wonderful team and produced a report within a year and made recommendations, many of
which were implemented.
"But I still don't understand why there isn't a national consent form that is identical in every hospital throughout the
country. That way everybody knows about the issues of consent, because it wasn't just Alder Hey where there were issues of consent."
Mr Redfern also gave his views on how to approach the
complexities of the job. "Complete dedication and tunnel
vision and working at it to the exclusion of everything else,
including your private life, until the case is completed," is essential, according to Mr Redfern.
"I don't tend to register disquiet. I just feel it inside but don't
let it show and have always tried to be calm on the exterior."
While the QC described Manchester as having a thriving
legal sector, he warned of the challenges that lie ahead.
"Manchester is a very thriving city and commercially has
been sold very well," he said. "It is attracting other business
and attracting lawyers from other cities. "Barristers and solicitors are opening in Manchester because of a large demand for services they provide.
"Rather than the past, having to take the big cases to London, you are saving the cost by the Barristers and solicitors
being of sufficient quality here and in sufficient numbers to
be able to do work to the same standard here, as it would
be done by specialist practices in London, without incurring
these huge train fares and accommodation costs."

who rise to meet the new challenge by looking at new
methods will do very well. "We have, for every job advertised, between 600 and 800 applicants, which makes it very
hard.
"It's very difficult for young people to find a place of permanency in the legal profession. The legal sector won't close
down. It's a case of adaptation to new demands. There will
always be divorces, crime, accidents and commercial litigation and it's just a case of how you service it in a sufficient
manner to attract the clients, preserving the standards to
which you operate and the quality of your product. Because
without that you are dead."
On more predictions for the future of law and what satisfies
him most at work, Mr Redfern said: "The high street firms
will be under pressure, larger firms will absorb many of
them. It's very important that Barristers and Solicitors work
together. "There's great pressure on the rank of QC too."
He added: "I enjoy representing the underdog immensely.
That's been the greatest satisfaction of my career. Seeing
justice dispensed to the people that might not otherwise
have the same path or presentation that a large organisation might have. I would also like to think that my Chambers
had been the lead Chambers in expanding into five cities to
provide economies of scale and seek work on a contractual
basis and work by new methods that is satisfying market demand. "Crime, family, personal injury, clinical negligence,
commercial - that model has worked well. But you need to
take the work on slowly, not too quickly. It's not a gentleman's profession anymore. "The law is a business, and Barristers and Solicitors must realise that and try and work in
unison. "Solicitors will have to find cheaper ways of getting
an advocate. Do they employ them or use them on a contractual basis. These are things that need to be teased out.
On retirement Mr Redfern QC said: "My youngest daughter
is in the first year of a five-year medicine course. I think that
might be your answer because I have got to fund it."

He said: "The legal horizon here is challenging and those

Sponsored by

Many of our clients are from the legal sector and we like to give something back by sponsoring the Manchester Legal Awards, and in particular the Lifetime Achievement Award. We offer our congratulationss
to Michael Redfern Q.C.
Bernadette Bennett, Moneypenny
This is the biggest legal event in the North of England and we are delighted to be sponsors. Thank you to Manchester Law Society for giving us the opportunity to be involved and congratulations to all of the
winners this evening. We will be back next year!
Nigel Wright, Converge TS
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Management

Management Matters
This column is now into its fifth year and feedback is still good. We would still like to receive observations and ideas for future
issues. Please mail Bill Kirby at billkirby@professionalchoiceconsultancy.com or the publisher Julia Baskerville at
j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk

Major Conference over Dinner at MOSI
On 25th February, MLS Advantage members Viewpoint and Matrix247 hosted an evening of informative speakers at their
roundtable dinner event “Video Communications is transforming the legal sector”
Held at the Museum of Science and Industry in the heart of
Manchester – and if you and the family have not been you
should go and maybe even take in the People’s Museum on the
same day.
Over 60 senior decision makers from the legal sector gathered
to enjoy a three-course meal in the iconic venue, and to hear insights from myself, Scott Harding (Deputy Managing Partner of
Poole Alcock LLP) and Stephen Newton (Founding Fellow of the
Institute of Coaching Professionals) on how video communications technology is beginning to help law firms to solve their
most pressing business challenges.
In my talk, I outlined the current economic landscape for law
firms and explained how the ability to increase billable hours
and simultaneously cut costs can have a big impact on a firm’s
bottom line – more later
Scott then gave a compelling example of how his firm has rapidly seen a wealth of benefits from implementing video communications, not only in the firm’s profitability by increasing
case-loads and minimising unproductive travel time, but also in
staff morale and communications with the easy-to-use and cost
effective technology.
Stephen Newton gave us an expert’s view on the importance of
maximising the benefits of meeting time both internally and
with clients, and the need to eliminate unproductive time in
order to succeed in a competitive marketplace.
The evening rounded off with hosts Quentin Birchall of Viewpoint and Stephen Pritchard of Matrix247 explaining how video
communications technology can help law firms to drive competitive advantage by maximising billable hours, improving
client care, and by improving communications across their organisations, making business processes leaner and more efficient
The event was well attended, with Manchester Law Society
President Louise Straw and Chief Executive Fran Eccles-Bech

joining Directors, Managing Partners, Senior Partners and IT Directors from over 25 different leading law firms.
The Dynamics of our Legal Business

would be delighted to help and fail to ask for the work. Despite
all the publicity following Ian Cooper’s report, a recently as the
Howard Worth Event, Mike Porter of Legal Mentors fed back to
the participants a mystery shopper exercise his team had completed – all positive firms and all shocked. 500 enquiries per
month with 25% conversion rate, for a £500 file equates to
£750k per annum. A 50% conversion equates to £1.5million.

I spoke twice on the day of the MOSI Event. The first was a CPD
Event for law firms at the Northwich offices of Howard Worth
Accountants – they have a number of law firms as clients and
are also very high profile with the UK 200 group – a national network of c150 accountancy firms and including a legal sector
special interest group, now being joined by some law firms as
we all try and get smarter at what we do.

Managing our Business – The Forecast

Over the last four months I Have got a lot of pleasure writing
this column – in particular the Management Check List in November and the New Year Resolutions. One of my themes has
also been picked up on Linked In with an on going debate
about rolling forecasts rather than reviews against budgets.

This is the piece mentioned earlier about whether we should be
measuring ourselves against our budgets. Many now believe
this is unrealistic and potentially a bit lazy. Our business as a
whole and enfranchised department heads need to more dynamically adjust to or correct changing circumstances.

Whether we like it or not the law firm is now a business and
needs to be managed as such. Starting with a realistic 3 year
plan in terms of where are we, where do we want to be and how
are we going to get there.

• We all need at least a three year strategy, valued with milestones enabling full business and succession planning
• Year one of the strategy is the basis for our budget
o Revenue
o Headcount – all discretionary including
replacement
o Business development
o Process and efficiency changes
o Working capital
o Overheads – with BD and IT spend discretionary

Where is there any benefit in defining the next years billing
based upon the number of fee earners that we have and a
spurious mathematical formula if we don’t know what our
products and services are, what our potential client base is
and how are we going to get to it
This is still a scary scenario in many firms. Not only is it lacking
in direction but also milestones and business development opportunities.
In order to be competitive and maintain the client experience
we have to be efficient and cut costs without diminishing services.
The AV communications referred to in the MOSI event are a
great help – multi branch firms can hold regular meetings reviewing direction and performance without half a day for forty
people being lost to have a one hour session. The technology
can also be used for face to face communication with clients,
making the logistics for client and lawyer that much easier and
can even be used to help convert new business enquiries.
So not only a cost reduction but more time at the desk billing
and fulfilling the needs of the client
Being available to work that little bit more must surely make the
nationally accepted 5 billable hours per day from every fee
earner – that by the way is a net figure after write offs etc. A cold
hard look needs to be given to the business that is not achieving that sort of number. It could be that more work is needed,
that the firm is over resourced or just that fee earners must do
their job and record time. There is potentially some relief for example for conveyancing but even that job needs to be broken
down into achievable parts to maintain client satisfaction and
compare solicitor performance geared of course to all round improvement.
Even fixed price litigation has been with us for many years –
even more reason to be watching the clock against the expectation as for the next time it is good to have an idea on cost. This
is before we should only allow this work if we and the client
know what we are going to do for the money and effective
change control is in place.
In my presentations I pointed out one simple dynamic. 50 fee
earners on £200 billing rate just one more unit each adds £230k
to billing, GP and Net Profit. 20 fee earners on £150 rate can still
generate £70k. Just do the sums for your own business.
Joe Reevy in February’s piece even pointed out that a fee earner
writing stuff for webs site or PR is a massive waste of his/her
time when it can be outsourced to experts.
I make no apologies for repeating this sum from last months article. New Business Enquiry conversions. We are doing marketing, networking, web development even communication with
our client base (that most valuable asset) and still we are rude
to them when they enquire, fail to put them at ease and say we

Please don’t say 500 enquiries is a lot. In reality it is not and the
trouble is most firms don’t know.

• After month 1 and review of performance, the budget apart
from a reference point becomes redundant as we should be
looking at the fiscal in a completely different light 1+11, 2+10,
3+9 and so on. There are some that argue it should be a perpetually rolling 12 months. I don’t go that far as yet as I encourage
a complete update of the 3 year strategy annually
• The monthly department head report – we have discussed accountabilities previously
Fundamentally reference needs to come back to budget and a
forecast against that budget throughout the year. Month 1 + 11,
Month 2 + 10, Month 3 +9 and so on. We should always be looking at risks and opportunities, recognising the risks early and
taking remedial action where we can, recognising the opportunities possible and ensuring they materialise. Fee Income by
work type and location

Apr May June Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Bud F/C

BUD
ACT
CUM VAR
Demonstration and commentary;
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

This is how we are trending year to date
Here are the reasons for any blips – past or forecast
These trends are likely/not likely to continue
Here are the risks and opportunities ahead of us for
this year
Here are the actions I am going to take and when.
On the basis of this here is a revised forecast against
the years budget – takes in risks, opportunities,
remedial

A fundamental exercise for Billing, Gross Profit, Chargeable
Time, Lock Up, Headcount, Complaints, Matter Starts
Bill Kirby is a director of Professional Choice Consultancy offering advice to firms on business issues from strategy,
planning, business development, the effective use of IT applications and IT hosting for compliance, business continuity and DR. He can be contacted at
billkirby@professionalchoiceconsultancy.com

Franking Mail is still the
SMARTER choice
)UDPD8.SURPLVHVWRGHOLYHUJUHDWYDOXHÀUVWFODVVFXVWRPHUVHUYLFHDQGDQ
DOOLQFOXVLYHWUDQVSDUHQWSULFLQJVWUXFWXUH
Frama is the fastest growing Royal Mail approved franking machine
manufacturer and service provider in
the UK. A subsidiary of parent company Frama AG, the company draws
upon 40 years of industry experience. Customers have access to an
extensive range of Swiss manufactured products, produced to exacting
quality standards. We also have a
UK-based team of highly trained customer service professionals who are
committed to delivering the Frama
CareS customer service promise.

Award winning ease of use
Ease of use is tightly embedded
within the product design of all Frama machines. Every Matrix franking
machine features the patented Com7RXFKWRXFKVFUHHQGLVSOD\:LWK
XSWR¶RQHWRXFK·NH\VIRUTXLFN
and easy access to everyday franking
tasks, the operator interface displays
only the information needed as well
as available postage funds and ink
OHYHOVLQUHDOWLPH7RXFKDQGIUDQNLW
is as simple as that!
7KH)UDPDUDQJHLVDOVR0DLOPDUN
ready. Mailmark is the latest generation of franking indicia from Royal
Mail and incorporates a 2D barcode
ZKLFKLVDSSOLHGWRPDLOSLHFHV,Q
time, all franked mail will carry this
2D barcode, although existing franking formats are still valid.

Frama guarantee that they will protect sensitive customer data. Frama
LVFHUWLÀHGIRU,7VHFXULW\DVSHU,62
DQG),36/HYHOWKH
highest security requirement for
Cryptographic Modules.
2QHH[DPSOHRIKRZZHKDQGOH
VHQVLWLYHGDWDLVWKH)UDPD2QOLQH
system, this guarantees the secure
DQGHIÀFLHQWXSGDWLQJRIHYHU\DVpect associated with a clients’ FraPDIUDQNLQJV\VWHP)UDPD2QOLQH
VHFXUHO\PDQDJHVWKHGDWDÁRZ
between Royal Mail, a client’s bank
and their franking system, as well as
creating the data streams necessary
WRIDFLOLWDWHDFFXUDWH9$7FDOFXODWLRQV
ensuring compliance with HMRC.

7KH0DWUL[VHULHVKDVEHHQDZDUGHG
for these features with the Editors
&KRLFHDZDUGIURP%XVLQHVV,QIR
Magazine.
How much can I save?
Since 2009 prices have increased by
59% for 1st Class and a staggering
77% for 2nd Class mail.
By switching from stamps to franking you can save up to 20% on a 1st
Class service, 18% on 2nd Class parFHODQGDPDVVLYHRQQG&ODVV
letters versus stamps. Who wouldn’t
want to be saving over a third on
their postage costs?
Using a Mailmark franking machine
increases this saving by an additional 1 penny on a 1st Class and by 2
pence when compared to 2nd class
stamps.

With Mailmark, businesses also beneÀWIURPDPRUHSURIHVVLRQDOLPDJH
to mail items, guaranteed accurate
postage calculation, and simple tariff
XSGDWHVYLD/$1GRZQORDGWKXV
avoiding incorrect pricing.
SMART franking plan
With controlling costs and budget
constraints front of mind for companies of all sizes and across all industries, we recognise the frustrations
associated with having to deal with
multiple invoices and additional
charges. When it comes to other
RIÀFHSURGXFWVDQGWHFKQRORJ\VXFK
as print and telephony for example,
it’s become the norm to adopt an
all-inclusive pricing structure that
includes the capital cost of the equipment, associated consumables and
maintenance and that’s why we have
ODXQFKHGRXU60$57IUDQNLQJSODQ
&XVWRPHUVVLJQXSWRRQHÀ[HG
quarterly payment that includes the
franking system, comprehensive
PDLQWHQDQFHLQNDQGGHOLYHU\,Q
addition, there are no hidden charges
and no fee for loading credit onto
the machine which is usually the
FDVHZLWKRWKHUPDQXIDFWXUHUV7KH
60$57IUDQNLQJSODQLVWUDQVSDUHQW
and enables customers to accurately
budget ahead.
)UDPDKDYHEHHQDZDUGHGWKH2(1
2IÀFH2VFDUIRUWKLVUHYROXWLRQDU\
plan.
Frama is a trusted provider for all
mailroom services including products, data and solutions.
Tel: 01992 451125 www.
frama.co.uk
marketing@frama.co.uk
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Court Fees increase
National Law Society starts legal action over
government's 'flat tax' on court fees
The Law Society has issued a pre-action protocol letter
for judicial review to challenge the government's decision to increase some court fees by over 600 per cent.

have a significant impact on access to justice for both individuals and businesses, as fewer could afford to pay the
higher rates.

The grounds on which the Law Society is challenging are:

The Law Society, over the period 29 January-9 February,
asked its members for their views on the potential increases
in court fees. 181 members replied to this consultation. They
estimated that, overall, the total value of their work in the
affected areas could decrease by between 27-36 per cent as
a result of the fee increases. The value of work bought by individuals could fall by 30-40 per cent, and the value of work
from small and medium-sized companies could fall by 4255 per cent. Work from large companies was expected to fall
less (by an expected 7-27 per cent,) reflecting the generally
higher value of claims, and the corresponding lower effect
of the fee increases. This suggests that increased court fees
could have a significant impact on monetary claims from
both individuals and businesses, as fewer could afford to
pay the higher rates.

•The proposals would be tantamount to 'selling justice' contrary to the principles of Magna Carta.
•The government does not have the power to raise fees for
the purposes it has stated in the consultation - to make 'departmental savings'.
•The government is proceeding without evidence to justify
the increases, which are effectively a tax.
•Consultees were not told how much money needed to be
raised from enhanced fees or why - this is a breach of the
Government's own consultation principles, which state that
sufficient reasons must be given for any proposal to permit
intelligent consideration and response.
•When the government tabled its second round of proposals on higher fees for possession claims and general civil applications, it had already made up its mind about certain
options, which is unfair.
•The government failed to allow representations on enhanced fees in combination with amendments to the remissions scheme.
The Society has asked the government to provide information on how much money it proposes to raise through enhanced fees and what it will spend the money on. It has also
asked the government to explain how modernisation of the
court services will appear in the government's accounts.
Law Society president Andrew Caplen said: 'The government's policy on 'enhanced court fees' amounts to a flat tax
on those seeking justice.
'The government's hikes - due to come in from April - will
price the public out of the courts and leave small businesses
saddled with debts they are due but unable to afford to recover.
'State provision for people to redress wrongs through the
courts is the hallmark of a civilised society.'
Additional signatories to the pre-action protocol letter include: The Bar Council, Chartered Institute of Legal Executives (CILEx), Forum of Insurance Lawyers (FOIL), Association
of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL), Motor Accident Solicitors
Society (MASS), Chancery Bar Association, Action Against
Medical Accidents (AvMA) and the Commercial Bar Association (COMBAR).
The court fees affect debts owed to small businesses as well
as personal injury and clinical negligence claims. In a recent
survey, solicitors told the Law Society that higher court fees
would:
•Put people off going to court when they have genuine
claims. Those out of work due to injury caused by negligence would not risk losing what little money they had left
on court fees, even if they had a strong claim.
•Provide an incentive for large companies to deny liability,
knowing that the injured parties would not be in a position
to fund expensive court fees. Under the current fees, large
companies and insurers often settle out of court when they
are clearly liable.
•Lead to small business insolvency. Unpaid invoices of
£10,000s or £100,000s mean cash flow and overdrafts are already stretched. For some companies, insolvency will be the
only option.
Data from nearly 200 solicitors found that the total value of
cases brought by individuals would likely fall by around
one-third (35 per cent) under higher court fees. For smalland medium-sized companies it would halve (a 49 per cent
decrease). This suggests that increased court fees could

The government first consulted on the money claim fee
rises in December 2013. The Law Society has long opposed
the government's policy of seeking to recover the costs of
running the civil courts through court fees. Our response to
the 2013 consultation argued that a substantial proportion
of the cost of the civil justice system should be borne by the
public purse.
Case studies sent in a cross organization briefing to MPs:
'I have just issued a claim for approximately £46,000 incurring
a fee of £610 for a client. Under the new fee scheme that fee
would be £2,300. My client is a widow and a pensioner and
who can barely afford the £610. There is no possible way that
she could afford £2,300, so that claim would have to be abandoned.' Solicitor (sole practitioner), Norfolk
'I am fairly certain that a person with the sort of catastrophic
injury which makes damages of this level doesn't have a spare
£10,000 rattling around in their bank account. Often claimants
find themselves with some income (albeit very modest indeed)
which excludes any remission at all. They are therefore caught
in limbo and could not meet such a substantial cost.' Small law
firm of personal injury specialists, Preston
'Charging 5% of the sum in issue will be extremely unfair and
prejudicial to small and medium business who can often have
tens of thousands of pounds owed to them. When there is already a hole in their cash flow, the court fees will make this
much worse. This change is extremely bad news and will undoubtedly hinder access to justice and encourage debtors not
to pay money they properly owe.' Mid-size law firm, Manchester

How can you help?
The national Law Society have produced a template letter
and is encouraging you to write to your MP to explain why
these proposals are unfair and unjust
You can find the template letter on the Law Society website
www.lawsociety.org.uk

The queue in Salford on Friday 6th March before the
new fees came into force
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Manchester Law Society’s response to the fee increase
Below is a letter sent to The Honourable Mr Justice Norris, Vice-Chancellor of the County Palatine of
Lancaster.
The Vice-Chancellor has forwarded the letter on to the Chancellor of the High Court so that it may
inform any discussion amongst the Judicial Executive Board.
To: The Honourable Mr Justice Norris
Vice-Chancellor of the County Palatine of Lancaster
Increase in Court Fees
You will recall my mentioning at the last Chancery Court Users' Meeting in Manchester that
there was very significant and widespread concern amongst commercial litigators in Manchester about the effects of the court fee increases which are proposed to take effect from
April 2015. You suggested that I write to you.
In the interim, I have been consulting with the Council of Manchester Law Society (which
consists of solicitors from firms of varying sizes and based across Greater Manchester). I am
therefore confident in saying that the views which I expressed in the meeting (and which I
reiterate here) represent the views of Manchester solicitors.
I write this letter only on behalf of those solicitors who practice in commercial litigation (and
who therefore use, amongst others, the Chancery Courts).
There is a unanimous belief that the proposed court fee increases will prevent many small
businesses and individuals from bringing claims which they might otherwise have brought
and which have merit. We have of course seen the effect that the imposition of court fees
has had on the Employment Tribunals (where the figures for issue for employment claims
have had dropped significantly), and the fear is that the size of the proposed court fee increases will have an even more dramatic effect on commercial litigation.
As you will know, much of the commercial litigation work which takes place in Manchester
is of a value between £200,000 and say £400,000, and it is likely that many would-be litigants will not be prepared to pay (or will not be able to pay) a sum of £10,000 to commence
such a claim. Many commercial claimants wish to bring a claim for breach of warranty or
professional negligence; many such claimants may already be suffering financial hardship
by virtue of the very acts which are the subject-matter of the claim, and those claimants will
not be in a position to risk paying £10,000 (or something approximating thereto) by way
of a court fee just to start the process. Similarly, a small business wishing to recover a debt
from a buyer for goods or services for say £100,000 is unlikely to be prepared (or indeed
able) to pay the sum of £5,000 by way of a court issue fee. Clearly, some small businesses
are forced to begin legal proceedings when buyers delay payment, as these actions can
have a devastating impact on the cashflow of the business, but those cashflow concerns
are likely to be compounded by the effect of the increase in court fees.
Although one can understand the objective of making the courts self-funding, the perception amongst Manchester solicitors is that, because many cases will not be started at all, the
income to the Court Service may in fact reduce if the proposed increases are implemented.
It is perhaps worth commenting on two particular points which emerged from the consultation on the matter of court fees, as follows:
1.
Although one can understand the concern that London (and the UK) might be
seen as a cheap forum for litigation, this of course is not an issue which affects many (if any)
of the parties who litigate in Manchester. The vast majority of the clients for whom Manchester solicitors act are local or national businesses, and most of the work which Manchester solicitors carry out in terms of litigation does not have an international element to it. In
any event, the proposed court fee increases would be of little relevance to such as Russian
oligarchs, the likes of whom could afford court fees of much more than £10,000 if required.
2.
Whilst one can understand the principle of the parties' paying a sliding scale according to use of court time, it does not of course follow that the value of the claim affects
how much court time is used. Indeed, one point which appears to have been overlooked
is that most cases - indeed the vast majority - settle before trial. Therefore, most cases do
not take up any (or any significant) court time at all. Indeed, many cases, as you will be
aware, settle after close of pleadings and even before a Case Management Conference.
There is some sympathy amongst Manchester solicitors for a policy whereby litigants pay
per trial day, and the general view is that if court fees do need to be increased at all, then
the fair and better way to do this is to link the court fees to actual use of court time. Nevertheless, this does not detract from the fact that the overall view is that court fees are already
high enough.
In short, there are real concerns about access to justice. There are real concerns that parties which have valid claims may not be able to bring them and that the UK court system
will be seen as one which does not allow parties to resolve their disputes and obtain justice. Whilst mediation and other forms of alternative dispute resolution have their place,
without the backdrop of legal proceedings (or at least the threat of legal proceedings), a fair
resolution of some disputes will prove to be impossible. Indeed, if the proposed Court fee
increases are implemented, any debtor/defaulter will know that his opponent is unlikely to
be able or willing to claim against him through the court process, which would thereby operate to skew any negotiations and operate as a "rogues' charter".

Finally, it is also worth mentioning that there are great concerns about the impact that these
proposals could have on many firms of solicitors in Manchester. The view is very much that
these proposed court increases will have a detrimental effect on the sustainability of legal
firms in Manchester and the jobs thereby created.
I know that many of these points will not be new to you, but in view of the very large number of people who have approached Manchester Law Society to express concerns about
these proposals, I trust that you will do all that you can to impress these points upon the relevant authorities.
If of course you do wish to discuss any aspect of this letter with me, then you should not
hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely
Jeff Lewis
Member, Chancery Court Users' Committee
Email: jeff.lewis@brabners.com

The new fees
Number and description of fee

Amount of fee (or
manner of calculation)

1 Starting proceedings (High Court and County Court)
1.1 On starting proceedings (including proceedings issued after permission to issue is granted but excluding
CCBC cases brought by Centre users or cases brought
by Money Claim OnLine users) to recover a sum of
money where the sum claimed:
(a) does not exceed £300;
(b) exceeds £300 but does not exceed £500;
(c) exceeds £500 but does not exceed £1,000;
(d) exceeds £1,000 but does not exceed £1,500;
(e) exceeds £1,500 but does not exceed £3,000;
(f ) exceeds £3,000 but does not exceed £5,000;
(g) exceeds £5,000 but does not exceed £10,000;
(h) exceeds £10,000 but does not exceed £200,000;
(i) exceeds £200,000 or is not limited.

£35
£50
£70
£80
£115
£205
£455
5% of the value of the claim
£10,000

1.2 On starting proceedings in CCBC cases brought by
Centre users or cases brought by Money Claim OnLine
users, to recover a sum of money where the sum
claimed:
(a) does not exceed £300;
(b) exceeds £300 but does not exceed £500;
(c) exceeds £500 but does not exceed £1,000;
(d) exceeds £1,000 but does not exceed £1,500;
(e) exceeds £1,500 but does not exceed £3,000;
(f ) exceeds £3,000 but does not exceed £5,000;
(g) exceeds £5,000 but does not exceed £10,000;
(h) exceeds £10,000 but does not exceed £100,000.
Fee 1.1
Where the claimant does not identify the value of the
claim when starting proceedings to recover a sum of
money, the fee payable is the one applicable to a claim
where the sum is not limited.
Fees 1.1 and 1.2.
Where the claimant is making a claim for interest on a
specified sum of money, the amount on which the fee is
calculated is the total amount of the claim and the interest.”

£25
£35
£60
£70
£105
£185
£410
4.5% of the value of the claim
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Community Advice Week praised by Carers
A week of activity at helping carers, dependents
and anyone who needs
advice on how to plan for
the future has done its job
in a community drive to
reach out to hundreds of
carers missing out on vital
support, services and information.
Leading North West law firm
Gorvins Solicitors, who
hosted the first ever ‘Caring
Week’ from 2nd – 6th March
2015, partnered with two
major care organisations The Together Trust and
Home Instead Senior Care in a bid to help carers and
dependents who look after
older, disabled or seriouslyill loved ones.
Caring Week was also supported by nine further leading care groups, charities
and organisations, including Age UK Stockport,
Stockport Advocacy, Signpost, The Alzheimer’s Society, Carer’s Call to Action,
Stockport Council, Prest Financial, Flag, Greater Manchester Fire Service and
Greater Manchester Police.
Focussed on two key areas Planning for Later Life and
Drop-in Sessions for Parents

and Carers of Dependents the week saw more than
100 people come through
the doors to take advantage
of so many experts under
one roof.
Attendees commented to
say how useful the event
was in giving them “peace
of mind” and “access to the
right information by the
right people.”
Hazel Edwards, a full-time
carer for her son Nick, who
has first-hand experience of
using the attending organisations’ services, said: “It was
a great experience listening
and speaking to other carers in the same situation as
me. Caring for a loved one
can sometimes be isolated,
so to attend this event and
share ideas on how to tackle
common challenges whilst
getting excellent advice
from experts in legal, finance and care provision
across the board really
brought a community of
people together.”
Mike Smoult, Associate Solicitor in Gorvins Wills, Trusts
and Probate team, who
helped create the event,
said it had been an education all round. “We have un-

derstood a lot more about
how people make decisions
about care and helped
them explored the relationship between finance, legal
and the type of care provision required. There is so
much co-operation that
people are not aware of.

mation for carers and even
those planning for their
own lives who feel they are
sometimes in the dark as to
what options are available
to them. This event gave
them the answers.”
As experts in ‘Planning for
the Future’ Gorvins Solici-

tors have now committed to
running this unique event
each year.
The award-winning firm has
also signed up to participate in national initiative
‘Carers Week’ from 8 – 14
June 2015 organised by six
major charities.

The firm has pledged to
give any carers access to the
right information by the
right people and will be
running a carers’ surgery
during the week’s activity.

“When all three aspects of
planning work well together, especially for those
in vulnerable situations,
care is the best it can be. Unfortunately not everyone
has access to the right information to help, which is
why the week has been so
worthwhile for those who
came.”
Sue Whitehead, Head of
Therapy at the Together
Trust, said: “It has been a
great chance for those involved in caring roles, or
being cared for, to access
advice across a range of
areas. It lifted the lid on how
organisations collaborate
for good.”
David Moore, from Home
Instead Senior Care, said:
“To see so many people
through the door for a community based event was
fantastic. It proved there is a
real need for access to infor-

Full-time carer Hazel Edwards (left) takes time out with Mike Smoult from
Gorvins Solicitors and Sue Whitehead, from the Together Trust at the
successful Caring Week event held last month (3rd & 5th March)

Visit www.saccomann.com
for extensive details of current,
nationwide opportunities.

For further information about this selection of opportunities or
to discuss any other aspect of recruitment, please contact
Robert Foster, Lucy Grainger, Amy Haycocks or John Sacco
on 0161 831 6890 or email recruit@saccomann.com

Commercial Property 1-6 years PQE
Manchester
Quality work in a supportive atmosphere, strong training programme and good long
term prospects. An inclusive practice that values its people highly.

Commercial Property 2-7 years PQE
South Manchester
Varied, interesting Commercial Property work in a close knit team. They have a
collegiate atmosphere, flexibility and great work/life balance.

Traditional Conveyancing role, Experienced
South Manchester
Residential Conveyancing (often HNW) derived from recommendations and local
estate agents. Friendly, successful practice that prioritises client care.

Family / Matrimonial 2+ years PQE
Manchester
Our client is a well-established, traditional firm offering a quality case load and the
opportunity to work in a positive, supportive team environment.

Industrial Disease 0-6 years PQE
South Manchester
Highly successful practice, growing, well financed and able to offer great career
progression and a sociable atmosphere. Roles available for experienced ID lawyers.

Private Client 2+ years PQE
North West
Private Client Solicitor sought to join a successful firm. Autonomy, excellent career
prospects, well established links in the local community.

Bespoke Plot Sales, Solicitor/Legal Exec
Manchester
Quality focused role that will suit a career minded Lawyer looking to develop strong
technical skills, and then progress within the Commercial Property team.

Employment 2-5 yrs PQE
Manchester
Our Client is a national concern, with a highly respected proactive team and requiring
a broad based practitioner who enjoys client contact and has a practical approach.

Commercial 5 years+ PQE
Merseyside
Senior Legal Counsel role on offer for an experienced Commercial Solicitor to join this
innovative Commercial law firm. No billable hours, quality Commercial work on offer
and a very good remuneration package.

Corporate 1-4 years PQE
Manchester
As the corporate market continues to gather momentum again, the market is
offering a number of opportunities with a variety of commercial law firms in both the
city centre and the Manchester region. Please call to discuss in confidence.

Private Client Solicitor 4 years+
Greater Manchester
Rare succession opportunity for an experienced Private Client Solicitor to join a
well-established law firm in the Greater Manchester region. A wide array of private
client work on offer including some HNW matters.

Residential Conveyancing 6+ years
Lancashire
An experienced Residential Conveyancing Solicitor is required for a unique in the
market place partnership track role. No following required and an impressive
remuneration package on offer.
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Lawyers & Legal Changes – Top 5
Five things every lawyer should understand about the new rules
On 6 April, the biggest pensions-shake up in history will come into effect and Wesleyan, the specialist financial services provider for professionals, has come up with
five issues every lawyer approaching retirement needs to consider.
Anyone with a defined contribution (DC) pension scheme will be affected by these extensive pension reforms.
The opportunity for individuals to take their entire pension pot as a cash lump sum for the
first time is arguably the biggest, and most heavily publicised, new pension rule. But new
tax implications and different arrangements among pension providers are just a few of the
reasons why these reforms may be more complicated than pension savers expect.
1) Do not assume that taking a lump sum is the best, or easiest, choice. The cash option may
sound remarkably simple, and tempting, compared with shopping around for an annuity.
While the new pension rules give people more freedom in retirement, this freedom comes
with greater choice, which has its own complications.
2) Not every DC pension provider will offer the new flexibilities. Pension providers do not
have to adopt the new flexibilities, so it is essential that pension savers look into this as they
may have to switch providers. Changing pension providers can be a lengthy process, so
lawyers should consider taking action now if they wish to take advantage of the new pension arrangements early on.

of their pension pot.
5) Could an annuity actually still be the best option? Despite some criticism around their
value, annuities will still provide security of a regular income over a lifetime that cannot be
guaranteed by taking a cash lump sum or investing the money yourself.
Samantha Porter, Wesleyan’s Group Sales and Marketing Director, said: "There is no doubt
that this year's pension reforms will bring more choice for customers, which is to be welcomed. However it’s important to make the right decisions, as after a long career lawyers
will want to ensure they have sufficient income to enjoy the retirement they want.
They should discuss all of the options available to them with a financial services specialist
who understands their profession.
"Lawyers should not rush into any decisions over their pension savings. But they also need
to establish if and when to take the right actions, which requires careful consideration of all
options available to them, preferably with the support of a professional who understands
the specific needs and challenges of their profession.”
To book a free review with one of Wesleyan’s Specialist Financial Advisors, please contact your local Relationship Manager Suzanne Allport.
Email: Suzanne.allport@wesleyan.co.uk
Mobile: 07867 901 884.

3) Taking a pension pot as cash could affect the amount of tax payable. Under the new pension rules, if someone opts to take their entire pension as cash, a quarter of this can usually
be withdrawn tax free. However the rest is treated as income and is taxed at marginal rates.
So depending on the size of their pension pot, lawyers could actually find themselves
pushed into a higher-rate tax band.
4) What to do with the lump sum? One of the options is to invest the cash. But deciding exactly when, where and how much money to invest in practice is complicated by the choices
open to investors and the need to balance risk and reward. Seeking out professional advice
can help lawyers navigate the investment landscape and make sure they get the most out

UK’s legal call handling expert Moneypenny
launches in the US
Having revolutionised the face of telephone answering and outsourced switchboards in the UK, Moneypenny has launched its pioneering service to law firms
in the US.
The company, which in 15 years has gone from a £10,000 start-up to the biggest business of its kind in the world, supports over 7,000 businesses including 900 law firms and
is endorsed by the Law Society

.Ed Reeves, Co-Founder and Director of Moneypenny, said: “When Moneypenny opened
in the UK, the face of telephone answering was similar to how it has traditionally been
in the US; dominated by more impersonal messenger services. It was Moneypenny’s
vision to change this. We wanted to offer businesses the same high-standard of service
they would receive if they had their own receptionist, based in their office.”
Ed founded Moneypenny, along with his sister Rachel Clacher, in 2000 after experiencing unsatisfactory service from a telephone answering service himself. At the time, Ed
was running a small graphic design company and lost his biggest client due to the treatment they received while he was away on holiday. Inspired to do better, Moneypenny
was born.
Ed continued: “We answer calls either on an overflow or fully outsourced basis for thousands of companies throughout the UK, and are thrilled to now be able to offer our exceptional service to the US. We have revolutionised this service in the UK and are
confident that we will be a game changer for businesses in the US too. We’ve already
been attracting attention from an impressive list of clients across the country.”
Moneypenny’s Commercial Director, Joanna Swash, is delighted to introduce the service to law firms across the US. She said: “Legal clients account for the lion’s share of our
business in the UK and the largest proportion of our overall call volume. We’ve kept our
eye on the US for a while now, but waited to launch until we knew it was the right time.
This is an enormous milestone for our business, delivering our services to a larger, but
similar market which has demonstrated a keen interest in the services that we offer.”
Based in Charleston, South Carolina, Moneypenny has been busy recruiting and has
hundreds of new jobs planned over the next five years as the business grows at a rapid
rate.
Moneypenny recently attended the LegalTech event in New York and will be present at
the ALA Annual Conference and Exposition in Nashville, Tennessee, May 17 - 20.

Moneypenny founders brother and sister Ed Reeves (far left) and Rachel
Clacher celebrate the opening of the company’s new office in Charleston,
South Carolina with Vice Presidents of Moneypenny in the US Pete Hardie
(second left) and Toby Diggens.
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The Law Society

MTSG News CILEX News
The month of March has been a busy one with several of the
legal recruitment agencies who kindly sponsor the MTSG
hosting very successful NQ / Career talks for our members,
focusing on a wide range of opportunities from those at
local and national firms through to international work and
in-house positions.

CILEx Greater Manchester Branch

At the time of writing this article, talks have been held by
BCL Legal, Douglas Scott and Anakin Seal, with Hays Legal
set to host our final NQ / Careers talk later this month. These
are just some of the agencies and organisations who work
with and support the MTSG and without whom we would
be unable to host the events that we do throughout the
year. Their continuing support is testament to the importance they place on those at the junior end of the legal profession here in Manchester and we are extremely grateful
for this.

26th March 2015
CPR and Litigation update
(with 9 St. Johns Street Chambers)

In my last article I alluded to our annual charity social, which
took place on the evening of Wednesday 1st April at the
Frog and Bucket Comedy Store. Attendees were greeted
with a complimentary drinks reception upon arrival before
enjoying routines from Vikki Stone, Steve Shanyaski, Dan
Nightingale and Alex Boardman. Special thanks must go to
Hays Legal and Kings Chambers who sponsored the
evening, and to those who purchased tickets for the event
and made donations on the night. The total amount raised
for Wood Street Mission is still being determined and the
figure will be revealed in next month’s edition.

ILEX Professional Standards (IPS) change of name

As always the branch welcomes new members so if you are interested in joining please contact the branch at: manchestercilex@outlook.com
The branch is currently putting together a full list of events for 2015 and so far the following CPD events are planned:

Further events are in the planning stage so please check back here next month for further news on those.
All events take place at 6pm and are open to both members and non-members. Please contact the branch via email if you
would like further details.
The Chartered Institute of Legal Executives

On 23rd March 2015 ILEX Professional Standards (IPS) officially changed its name to CILEx Regulation in order to better reflect its position as the front-line the regulator of Chartered Legal Executives, CILEx Practitioners and other law firms looking for a regulatory model that suits their business model.
The new company name, branding and website were unveiled in front of an invited audience of regulator stakeholders at
an official launch event in London on Thursday 26th March. The evening event included speeches by Alan Kershaw, CILEx
Regulation Board Chair, and Baroness Hayter, now a member of the House of Lords and former chair of the Legal Services
Consumer Panel.
New JAC Champion for CILEx members

Looking ahead to this month, keep your eyes peeled for details of how to collect an MTSG-branded City Card which
gives the holder access to a wide range of discounts in bars,
salons, restaurants and shops throughout Manchester.
These cards are a fantastic benefit for our members and our
sincere thanks go to Sacco Mann for sponsoring this venture.
Please continue to check our website and Facebook page
for regular updates, and follow us on Twitter (@mcrtsg) if
you aren’t doing so already. As always, if you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact the MTSG via any of
the above methods.
Kieran Duignan
MTSG Chair 2014-2015
Slater and Gordon

District Judge Christopher Simmonds, Commissioner at the Judicial Appointments Commission (JAC) has been appointed
as a champion for CILEx. Judge Simmonds will work alongside CILEx in order to generate interest, inform and encourage
applications for judicial appointments among CILEx members.
Speaking of the collaboration with CILEx, Judge Simmonds said: “My aim is to help CILEx members understand what it takes
to apply and become a judge and what the day to day role involves.
“It is the JAC’s role to encourage diversity among the pool of candidates for judicial posts and this includes diversity of professional background, gender, race, disability status and other protected characteristics.
Helen Whiteman, Chief Operating Officer at CILEx said: “Working in tandem with the JAC is one of the many forward-thinking initiatives we are developing to support our members. CILEx lawyers come from such diverse backgrounds which stands
them in good stead to be excellent, practical candidates for judicial roles.”
Three CILEx Fellows have so far been selected for judicial appointments, with two currently in post; Ian Ashley-Smith and
Simon Lindsey both sit as deputy district judges on the South Eastern Circuit.
CILEx members can email beajudge@cilex.org.uk for more information about judicial appointments.
The JAC’s website, which contains a tool which will help individuals self-evaluate whether they are ready to apply for judicial appointment, can be viewed at
http://jac.judiciary.gov.uk/.

L to R: Stuart Burrows (Assistant
Director, JAC), District Judge
Christopher Simmonds and
Helen Whiteman

The Manchester Trainee Solicitors Group provides social, educational, sporting and networking opportunities for junior legal professionals in and around
Manchester. If you would like to join us as a paralegal,
prospective trainee, trainee or newly qualified solicitor, please visit the ‘Join Us’ section of our website:
www.mtsg.org.uk

CILEx Regional Contact
If you would like any further information about the above, or about CILEx generally, please contact Chris Hoskin, CILEx’ Development Officer for The North of England:
Phone:
Email:

07881 286267
choskin@cilex.org.uk

Meet the Experts
Mr Alan Paul

MB ChB MD FRCS (Urol) (Edin)

Consultant Urological Surgeon
Clinical areas of expertise in general urology, retroperitoneal
node resection for testicular and other cancers, pelvic resectional
surgery for bladder and prostate cancer, and the diagnosis and
investigation of, urological cancers.

Tel: 07811 358 355
Email: alanbpaul@gmail.com

Mr Alan Paul has been a Consultant Urological Surgeon at St James’ University Hospital,
Leeds since 1999 and in the private sector.
His clinical subspecialty interests are in general urology, retroperitoneal node resection for
testicular and other cancers, pelvic resectional surgery for bladder and prostate cancer,
and the diagnosis and investigation of, urological cancers.
He has undertaken medico-legal work for the last twelve years, including medical negligence, personal injury and occupational health cases including chemical carcinogenesis
and has published, presented and lectured on urological cancers to his peers.
Mr Alan Paul is considered an expert in general urology, urological surgery and urological
cancer diagnosis and treatment and has appeared in court as a witness of fact and as an
expert in the Coronial Court.
He has experience of attending conferences with counsel and conferences of experts as
an expert and attended courses on CPR35 and mediation. He is a member of the BMA;
British Association of Urological Surgeons; Eur Urological Assoc and the Medical and Dental Defence Union of Scotland

Pyrah Department of Urology, St James University Hospital, Beckett Street, Leeds LS9 7TF
SRi Forensics is an independent e-forensics and image analysis company located in a secure
facility close to the legal district of Manchester. We provide a number of vital services to the
Criminal Justice system, both for the Prosecution and the Defence.
SRi Forensics is an essential resource when dealing with CCTV evidence, digital
imagery, photography and video.
SRi offers free impartial and confidential advice on the value of your imagery.

Our consultants are highly regarded in the fields of facial identification, video
enhancement, injury depiction and evidence presentation. SRi has a wealth of
experience in the judicial process specialising in the analysis of forensic images for
Police and the legal profession.

We write Expert Witness reports and statements as well as produce effective trial and
court presentation material.

Contact: Ray Evans
Tel: 0161 374 3306 Fax: 0161 374 3306
Mobile: 07796 697 920
Email: ray@sri-forensics.com Website: www.sri-forensics.com

Mr Wayne Crewe-Brown
MB ChB, MMed (Ophth.), Certificate in Laser Eye Surgery
(Royal College of Ophthalmologists)
Consultant Ophthalmic Surgeon specialising in Cataract
and Refractive Surgery and contracting to various clinics
throughout the United Kingdom.

Tel: 0161 832 8778
Mobile: 0791 228 7063
Email: medicolegaleye@gmail.com

Police forces have long recognised the power of CCTV as a crime-fighting tool and have increased their investment in this technology; consequently, the UK boasts the highest concentration of CCTV cameras in the world. SRi Forensics fulfils the requirement to analyse and
provide a credible opinion on the evidential usefulness of CCTV material for use in Facial Comparison (Facial Mapping) and Video enhancement and analysis cases.
The growing importance of digital presentation of evidence in court is now acknowledged as
an important time and cost saver by authorities such as the CPS and the SFO. Under the CPS
National Framework, SRi Forensics is a recognised provider of services to these authorities.
As one of the earliest adopters of digital technology, our experience has been gained through
years of working closely with the Criminal Justice System on some of the largest and most
high profile cases in the UK. We offer a full Electronic Presentation of Evidence (EPE) service
including; Courtroom Installations, Audio enhancement & analysis, Mobile Telephony & call
analysis.
All of our Forensic Solutions are supported by recognised expert witnesses with many years
experience of presenting their work in court.

Mr Wayne Crewe-Brown is a Consultant Ophthalmic Surgeon specialising in Cataract and
Refractive Surgery and contracting to various clinics throughout the United Kingdom.
He has performed in the region of 40,000 laser vision correction procedures
(LASIK/LASEK/PRK); having experience in the laser eye surgery field for over 20 years. Prior
to moving to the UK, he was in private Ophthalmic practice in South Africa. This was essentially general in nature, cutting across all Ophthalmic disciplines including Paediatric,
Anterior Segment, Glaucoma, Retinal (Medical and Surgical) and Oculoplastic.
Mr Crewe-Brown is competent to diagnose and treat conditions from all these disciplines.
Mr Crewe-Brown is a member of the British Medical Association (BMA) Royal Society of Medicine (RSM) United Kingdom and Ireland Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgeons
(UKISCRS) European Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgeons (ESCRS) American Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgeons (ASCRS) American Academy of Ophthalmology
(AAO) International Society of Refractive Surgeons (ISRS) The Association for Research and
Vision in Ophthalmology (ARVO)

10 John Street, Manchester M3 4DY

Dr Prem Mahadun
Consultant General Adult Psychiatrist
MBBS, MSc Psychiatry, MRCPsych
Areas of expertise include:
• Psychiatric complications of accidents and injury, including post traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD), depression, anxiety, phobias, alcoholism, substance abuse and addiction.
• Assessment of mentally disordered oﬀenders, fitness to plead assessments, mental
capacity assessments, risk assessments, pre sentencing psychiatric reports and mental
health review tribunal reports.
• Schizophrenia, depression, personality disorders, alcohol and substance misuse disorders,
stress related psychiatric problems, psychosexual medicine.
• Employment reports and negligence claims.

Tel: 0161 486 1638 Mobile: 07713 632 860
16b Station Road, Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire SK8 5AE
Email: admin@expertpsychiatryreports.co.uk

Dr Prem Mahadun is a Consultant Psychiatrist, with dual accreditation in General Adult & Liaison Psychiatry . He has many years of wide ranging clinical experience in common and
complex mental illnesses, psychiatric emergencies, crisis management (psychosocial) and
application of Mental Health Act.
Dr Prem Mahadun is widely published with articles in British Journal of Psychiatry, Clinical
Governance: An International Journal, Journal of Medical Case Reports and The Psychiatric
Bulletin.
Dr Prem Mahadun has a busy medico legal practice. He is a member of Society of Expert Witnesses. He routinely provides expert psychiatric reports for proceedings in criminal and civil
courts. The instructions he had dealt with include:
Civil Courts: Psychiatric injuries following clinical negligence, RTA, accident at work etc;
Liability & causation reports in medical negligence claims; expert reports for coroners’ court;
expert reports for regulatory bodies e.g. HCPC, employment tribunals and housing reports.
Criminal Courts: Diminished responsibility, assessment of mentally disordered offenders,
fitness to plead assessments, risk assessments, pre sentencing psychiatric reports.
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Paralegals/Trainees

Perennial Paralegals: Promoting the Positives
Martin Bloor, a Trainee Solicitor and regular blogger
at Brabners LLP offers an insight into his route to
gaining a training contract...
For graduate paralegals of a certain vintage, it can sometimes feel that the failure itself to secure a training contract
during or following the 2007 financial crisis can be a barrier
to qualification. However, as difficult as it might be, it is important not to lose sight of the fact that in all cases, demonstrable competence trumps equivalent intangible potential
and accordingly, extensive experience should be regarded
as a cause for positivity, not pessimism in training contract
interviews.
Sizing up the Opposition
It was part way though the morning of my assessment day
at Brabners. So far, things hadn’t gone too badly. As I
glanced at the dozen or so other participants in the roleplay scenario in which I was about to engage, one thing in
particular struck me: with the exception of the various partners punctuating my view of the opposition, I was, despite
only being in my mid-twenties, probably the oldest person
in the room.
I hadn’t previously thought myself to be anything other
than at the very beginning of my career. Whilst I had worked
as a paralegal during and since my part-time LPC course, my
employment in a law firm had rather blinded me to the fact
that it was not just my cohort of students with whom I was
competing. Rather, in addition to my peers, there was an unrelenting stream of bright-as-a-button LLB and GDL students, each vying for the same positions as me, equally as
keen to impress.
I suppose from their perspective, I had under my belt something which, prior to its acquisition seemed to me to be
something of an unattainable ‘Holy Grail’ of training contract
applications: experience. However, from my own point-ofview, my opponents had something with which I could not
possibly compete: potentially unlimited (albeit untested)
talent, untarnished by the reality of although enjoyable,
unglamorous employment in the legal sector during the financial crisis.
Positive Thinking
Looking back, I am glad that I sought to focus my mind
upon the positives rather than give in to the naturally detracting perspective of my subconscious. If I had tried to ‘explain’ why I hadn’t already been signed up for a training
contract elsewhere or even tried to subtly drop hints as to
this effect, I would have appeared defensive and insecure –
qualities which I don’t imagine are on many firms’ lists of
competencies in trainee recruitment.

No Guarantees
The problem facing many who work alongside scores of
other paralegals is that, when discussing training contracts,
it is often too easy to misinterpret the words of well-intentioned supervisors who seek to encourage hard-working
staff. Comments which indicate that working hard (lots of
chargeable hours) will be a positive for training contract interviews can, all too often, by mistaken as a ‘nod-and-wink
guarantee’ of eventual traineeship. It is not. Sadly, partners
working at the coal face who actually know who is competent and who is not will often have little sway in determining who should be appointed. In such a scenario, it can
become alarmingly easy to allow years to go by waiting for
an offer which might never come. Earning a training contract by long service is a rarity and, rather than a reason to
put all the eggs in one basket, long service should be considered a reason to let another firm benefit from the wealth
of your experience, not to remain loyal to a firm which has
failed to show you the same courtesy.
A Bird in the Hand
No doubt if an interview question arises (and it probably
will) as to why you failed to secure a training contract at a
firm for which you have worked for a number of years, it
might at first blush be a difficult (or, as it felt to me, embarrassing question) to answer. However, although it might
very much feel like this reflects poorly upon you, thinking,
even for a second, that you have been prejudged will be a
distraction and a mistake – if you had been pre-judged, the
firm would not now be wasting its time with you. Instead,
you are being interviewed on merit and a decision will be
made, not upon what you think could be inferred from your
CV but instead, the impression which you impart to the interviewer. Your task is simply to demonstrate your attainment over potential, your competency over promise and
your proven stability over risk. In short, prove in your responses that a bird in the hand really is worth two in the
bush.

Martin Bloor is a trainee solicitor and regular
blogger at Brabners LLP in addition to being
Membership Director of the Manchester Junior
Chamber of Commerce (JCI Manchester).

Martin Bloor
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Practice Management

The traditional Legal Succession Model of assistant
solicitor, sole practitioner, salaried partner and the
equity partner is failing
The Succession model for sole practitioners,
small and medium sized law firms has traditionally ensured business continuity and supported exit strategies for retiring Partners.
Historically, it starts with the ambitious trainee solicitor who qualifies and then invests many hours
to achieve billing which is often three times their
salary. After a number of years of high billing and
networking to generate new clients they might
then be asked to become a salaried partner with a
higher salary and benefits. After many years of
being a salaried partner they might finally achieve
the previously perceived reward of being offered
an equity partnership in which they invest capital
and receive a share of the firm’s profits.
This invested capital often assists senior equity
partners to retire and withdraw their capital. The
model is perpetual.
Increasingly, junior solicitors are becoming aware
that taking equity carries substantial risks from the
moment the partnership deed is executed. A
growing number of firms are being forced to dissolve. The usual reasons include increasingly high
Professional Indemnity premiums, an inability to
obtain insurance or the firm’s bankers decide to
call in the overdraft. In most cases the liability of a
partners is joint and several.
Prior to dissolution, partners often fail to appreciate the full cost consequences. Ordinarily, a substantial insurance premium (known as run-off
insurance is often three times the last annual premium) is payable in a lump sum. The banks have
to be repaid, redundancy monies have to be found
and there will be outstanding liabilities in relation
to a firm’s lease obligations and additional third
party creditors.
The financial consequences of dissolution are substantial and sometimes lead to equity partners becoming bankrupt.
Understandably salaried partners are now extremely reluctant to take an equity partnership
which in turn means equity partners have a
greater difficulty in planning their retirement. Unless they can arrange a successful merger with another law practice, many senior partners are
becoming trapped.
Junior lawyers are hoping to avoid these minefields by either working in large firms or a growing
number of ABS’s such as Tesco’s, work in-house or,
until recently, one of the large PI legal firms.
A newly registered ABS business model has been
launched by Lawyers Inc. which responds to this
problem whilst reducing risk and generating
greater fee income. It enables senior partners to
plan an exit strategy, negotiate with the banks and
insurance companies from a position of strength
and helps to crystalize a pathway for a successful
future for all junior lawyers. It also enables a sole

practitioner to plan their succession, whilst at the
same time receiving a goodwill payment for their
client base.
This new business model envisages firms being
able to take control of their own dissolution and
all the previous solicitors working thereat becoming self-employed consultants contracted to
Lawyers Inc. Each solicitor shares between 60% to
80% of their gross billing.
This model completely replaces the previous Succession Model for a legal practice and creates a far
more attractive relationship between the former
junior lawyers and partners. They can work together as a ”Pod”, at their existing offices, provide
services to the original clients and new clients,
share the gross fees whilst at the same time they
are not in partnership with each other. In addition
they have no liability for run-off insurance, secretarial and accounts department fees, or a bank
overdraft.
Lawyers Inc. become responsible for all the COLP,
COFA and money laundering services and the provision of all services necessary for solicitors to
carry out their duties including:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Professional indemnity insurance cover
Client and Office Account services
Transcription of dictation
Legal precedents and legal research
Case Management Services
Local and national marketing

The key to this new modus-operandi is a private
internal agreement between the former senior
partners and their former associates which enables former senior partners, or sole practitioners
to plan a timeframe, and the terms of their retirement (i.e. maybe a % fee income for a few years
after retiring). While the clients remain under the
aegis of Lawyers Inc. the former junior lawyers can
plan their future by benefitting from the income
stream of the old firm’s previous clients. This creates a transparent relationship freeing-up the
lawyers to concentrate on helping their clients and
generating fee income. Most importantly, the junior solicitors can now create a career in confidence
without the risk of personal insolvency being
caused by other partners’ actions.
This is the model for the future of the legal profession.
Martyn Caplan
Director, Lawyers Inc.
www.lawyersinc.org

LAWYERS INC

The key to this new modusoperandi is a private internal
agreement between the former
senior partners and their former
associates which enables former
senior partners, or sole practitioners to plan a timeframe, and the
terms of their retirement (i.e.
maybe a % fee income for a few
years after retiring).
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partners and teams of lawyers to plan a profitable future.

Please visit our website www.lawyersinc.org to request a Brochure detailing the Lawyers
Inc. Innovative Buiness Model. Tel 0844 967 45 45. Email info@lawyersinc.org
Lawyers Incorporated Limited (08127316) is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority
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,YRHVIHWSJ½V QWEPVIEH]VIP]SR1SRI]TIRR]´WTVSJIWWMSREP LSYVWIV ZMGI
XXLEX´WIRHSVWIHF]XLI0E[7SGMIX]ERHMWHIHMGEXIHXSXEOMRKGEVISJGEPPWJSV
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QEPPXIEQ[MPPPSSOEJ XIVGEPPWNYW XEWMJFEWIHMR]SYVSJ ½GIO RS[MRK]SY]SYV
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TPEXJSVQHIPMZIVWXLI[MHIWXTSWWMFPIWIPIGXMSRSJWIEVGLIWERHVITSVXW
XXSVIZMI[GSQTEVIERHWIPIGX¯EPPXLIFVERHWERHQYPXMTPITVSHYGXPMRIW
SVIZMI[GSQTEVIERHWIPIG X¯EPPXLIFV ERHWERHQYPXMTPITVSHYG XPMRIW
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SKIXLIVMRSRITPEGIFEGOIHYTF]ZEPYITV MGMRKIEW]GLIGOSYXERH
H
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Contact
David
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Viewpoint
ZMI[TSMRXEZGSQ
ZMI[TSMRXEZGSQ
1SHIVRPE[½VQWEVIIQFVEGMRKXIGLRSPSK]VIGSKRMWMRKXLIZEPYIXLEXMXGER
1
SHIV RPE[½V QWEVIIQFV EGMRKXIGLRSPSK ]VIGSKRMWMRKXLIZEPYIXLEXMXGER
H
IPMZIVXSXLIGPMIRXI\TIV MIRGIFYWMRIWWTVSGIWWIWERHSTIV EXMSREPIJ ½GMIRG]
HIPMZIVXSXLIGPMIRXI\TIVMIRGIFYWMRIWWTVSGIWWIWERHSTIVEXMSREPIJ½GMIRG]
XXSS%X:MI[TSMRX[ITVSZMHIE[MHIVERKISJXIGLRSPSK]WSPYXMSRWJSVPIKEP
SS%XX:MI[TSMRX[ITVSZMHIE[MHIV ERKISJXIGLRSPSK ]WSPYXMSRWJSVPIKEP
IIRZMVSRQIRXW[LIVITVIWIRXEXMSRGSPPEFSVEXMSRXVEMRMRKPIEVRMRKERH
RZMVSRQIRXW[LIVITVIWIRXEXMSRGSPPEFSV EXMSRXV EMRMRKPIEV RMRKERH
GGSQQYRMGEXMSRXEOITPEGI*VSQWSTLMWXMGEXIHQIIXMRKVSSQERHTVIWIRXEXMSR
SQQYRMGEXMSRXEOITPEGI*VSQWSTLMW XMGEXIHQIIXMRKVSSQERHTVIWIRXEXMSR
XXIGLRSPSK]XSZMHISGSRJIVIRGMRKERHHMKMXEPWMKREKIW]WXIQWSYVWTIGMEPMWX
IGLRSPSK ]XSZMHISGSRJIVIRGMRKERHHMKMXEPWMKREKIW]W XIQWSYVWTIGMEPMW X
OORS[PIHKIEPPS[WYWXSMRXIKVEXIXLIZIV]FIWXEYHMSZMWYEPQYPXMQIHMEERH
RS[PIHKIEPPS[WYWXSMRXIKV EXIXLIZIV ]FIW XEYHMSZMWYEPQYPXMQIHMEERH
GGSPPEFSVEXMSRWSPYXMSRWMRXSPIKEP[SVOMRKIRZMVSRQIRXW[MXLIEWI-X´WFIGEYWI
SPPEFSV EXMSRWSPYXMSRWMRXSPIKEP[SV OMRKIRZMVSRQIRXW[MXLIEWI-X´WFIGEYWI
[IYRHIVWXERHXLIVIPEXMSRWLMTFIX[IIRTISTPIWTEGIERHXIGLRSPSK]XLEX[I
[
IYRHIV W XERHXLIVIPEXMSRWLMTFIX [IIRTISTPIWTEGIERHXIGLRSPSK ]XLEX[I
GGERHIPMZIVWTIGMEPMWXHIWMKRMRWXEPPEXMSRERHQEREKIQIRXWIVZMGIW
ERHIPMZIVWTIGMEPMW XHIWMKRMRW XEPPEXMSRERHQEREKIQIRXWIV ZMGIW
Contact
Contact
Q
ue n t in B
irchall: 00844
Quentin
Birchall:
844 8811
11 77660
660 or quentin.birchall@viewpoint-av.com
quentin.birchall@viewpoint-av.com
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107SPYXMSRWTVSZMHIWGSW XIJ JIG XMZIERXMQSRI]PEYRHIV MRKXV EMRMRKWTIGM½GEPP]
JJSVXLIPIKEPTVSJIWWMSR-XLEWVIGIRXP]PEYRGLIHMXWYRMUYISRPMRIXVEMRMRK
SVXLIPIKEPTVSJIWWMSR-XLEWVIGIRXP]PEYRGLIHMXWYRMUYISRPMRIXV EMRMRK
TPEXJSVQ[LMGLKMZIWPE[½VQWXLISTTSVXYRMX]XSSVKERMWIERHQEREKIXLIMV
TPEXJSV Q[LMGLKMZIWPE[½V QWXLISTTSV XYRMX]XSSVKERMWIERHQEREKIXLIMV
GSQTYPWSV]%10XVEMRMRKSFPMKEXMSRW%PPGSYVWIWEVIEYXLSVMWIHF]XLI0E[
GSQTYPWSV ]%10XV EMRMRKSFPMKEXMSRW%PPGSYV WIWEVIEYXLSV MWIHF]XLI0E[
7SGMIX]ERHGEVV]XLIFIRI½XSJ'4(LSYVW
7SGMIX]ERHGEV V ]XLIFIRI½XSJ'4(LSYV W
Contact
Contact
Bill
Sarah Scott:
Scott: 0161
0161 828
828 1937
1937 or info@mlsolutions.co.uk
Bill JJones
ones or Sarah
info@mlsolutions.co.uk
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HSGYXIGLWSPYXMSRWGSYO
HSGYXIGLWSPYXMSRWGSYO
(SGYXIGL3J½GI7SPYXMSRWJSGYWSRTVSZMHMRKXLIWIVZMGIERHTVSHYGXWXLEX
(SGYXIGL3J ½GI7SPYXMSRWJSGYWSRTVSZMHMRKXLIWIV ZMGIERHTVSHYG XWXLEX
]]SYRIIHEXKVIEXTVMGIW;IWTIGMEPMWIMRHSGYQIRXXIGLRSPSK]GSWXERH
SYRIIHEXKVIEXTV MGIW;IWTIGMEPMWIMRHSGYQIRXXIGLRSPSK ]GSW XERH
IQMWWMSRWVIHYGXMSRMQTVSZMRK]SYVIJ½GMIRG][MXLEWIVZMGIWIGSRHXSRSRI
IQMWWMSRWVIHYG XMSRMQTVSZMRK]SYVIJ ½GMIRG][MXLEWIV ZMGIWIGSRHXSRSRI
%X(SGYXIGL3J½GI7SPYXMSRW[IQEOIMXSYVFYWMRIWWXSORS[]SYVFYWMRIWW
%
X(SGYXIGL3J ½GI7SPYXMSRW[IQEOIMXSYVFYWMRIWWXSO RS[]SYVFYWMRIWW
FIJSVI[IGERSJJIVXLIVMKLXGSQFMREXMSRSJLEVH[EVIWSJX[EVIERHXIGLRMGEP
F
IJSVI[IGERSJ JIVXLIV MKLXGSQFMREXMSRSJLEVH[EVIWSJ X [EVIERHXIGLRMGEP
WWIVZMGIWXSWYMX]SYVGSQTER]´WWTIGM½GRIIHW;ITVSZMHIJYPPSJ½GIWSPYXMSRW
IV ZMGIWXSWYMX]SYVGSQTER]´WWTIGM½GRIIHW;ITVSZMHIJYPPSJ ½GIWSPYXMSRW
MMRGPYHMRKTVMRXIVWGSRWYQEFPIWERHWIVZMGIGEPPSYXW[LEXIZIV]SYV
RGPYHMRKTV MRXIV WGSRWYQEFPIWERHWIV ZMGIGEPPSYXW[LEXIZIV]SYV
VIUYMVIQIRXKMZIYWEGEPP
VIUYMVIQIRXKMZIYWEGEPP
Contact
Contact
Jason
Jason Dixon:
Dixon: 0844
0844 8932919
8932919 or jasondixon@docutechsolutions.co.uk
jasondixon@docutechsolutions.co.uk
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GSPSGEXMSRLSW XIHETTPMGEXMSRWQEREKIH-8WYTTSV XERHHMWEW XIVVIGSZIV ]
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JSVFSXLSYVSRTVIQMWIERHHEXEGIRXVIFEWIHGPMIRXW;IEVIE1MGVSWSJX
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Contact
Contact
Aaron Naisbitt:
Na sb tt 0845
0845 872
872 4400
440 0 or aaron.naisbitt@convergets.co.uk
aaron na sb tt@convergets co uk
Aaron
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Green:
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MORE
ADDED
VALUE FOR
Viewpoint and Matrix247
host
a successful
roundtable event at the
MEMBERS
THE MANCHESTER
LAW SOCIETY
Museum of Science
andOFIndustry,
25th February
MLS Advantage members Viewpoint and Matrix247 hosted an evening of informative speakers at their roundtable
dinner
event “Video
Communications is transforming the legal sector” at the Museum
of Science and Industry
Document
Direct
Viewpoint
documentdirect.co.uk
viewpoint-av.com
on Wednesday 25th February. Over 60 senior decision makers from the legal sector from the northwest and beyond gathered to enjoy a three-course meal in the iconic Manchester venue, and to hear insights from Bill Kirby,
an outsourced
andNewton
transcription
service
your fee earners
we
it can deliver
to the
experience, business processes and operational
Scott
Harding andtyping
Stephen
on how
video to
communications
technology
is helping
leading
law client
firms to
solve
mostthe
pressing
business
helptheir
improve
turnaround
of challenges.
your documents enabling you to react

more effectively to your clients. We are 100% UK based and offer a

solutions for legal environments where presentation, collaboration,

You will be impressed by how we can help you, so please call us for your

digital signage systems, our specialist knowledge allows us to integrate

The Messenger,
by
Bill Kirby, Director of Professional Choice Consultancy and a perennial contributor to
training,
learning began
and communication
take place. From sophisticated
outlining the current economic landscape for law firms, explaining how the ability to increase billable hours and
supported by ISO27001 the Information Security Management system.
meeting room and presentation technology to video-conferencing and
simultaneously cut costs, even if only by a seemingly small margin, can have a big impact on a firm’s bottom line.

free Harding,
trial.
very best
audio-visual,
Scott
Deputy Managing Partner of Poole Alcock LLP, followed on by giving athe
compelling
example
of howmulti-media and collaboration solutions into
environments
his
firm
has seen a wealth of benefits from implementing video communications, notlegal
onlyworking
in the firm’s
profitabil- with ease. It’s because we understand the
Contact
ity by increasing case-loads and minimising unproductive travel time, but also in staff
morale and
communicarelationship
between
people, space and technology that we can deliver
Martyn Best: 0151 227 9150 or martyn.best@documentdirect.co.uk
tions with the easy-to-use and cost effective technology.
specialist design, installation and management services.
Contact
Stephen Newton, Founding Fellow of the Institute of Coaching Professional Association
at Harvard, gave us an expert’s view on organisational culture and the importance of maximising the benefitsQuentin
of meeting
time both
Birchall:
0844inter811 7660 or quentin.birchall@viewpoint-av.com
Compl-i
by Weightmans
weightmans.com
nally
and with
clients, and the ever-increasing need to eliminate
unproductive time in order to succeed in a
competitive
marketplace.
Compl-i provides
regulatory and compliance advice and assistance to

The evening rounded off with hosts Quentin Birchall of Viewpoint and Stephen Pritchard
of Matrix247,
MLS
Docutech
Oﬃceboth
Solutions
docutechsolutions.co.uk
Advantage members, explaining how video communications technology can help law firms to raise productivity
is designed
to support
you in meeting
the evolving advantage
regulatory,by
compliance
and
profitability
and ultimately
to drive competitive
maximising billable hours, eliminating expenyou and
needeasy-to-use
at great prices.
andand
riskunproductive
challenges you
face.
Thisbyisimproving
underpinned
incisive
commercial
travel
time;
clientbycare,
providing
customers withthat
instant
ac- We specialise in document technology, cost
sive
advice
on business
management
and structure,
deliveredcommunications
by specialist across their organisations, linking
cess
to legal
experts irrespective
of location;
and byall
improving
multiple offices effectively and at low cost, unifying communications and making business processes leaner and
more
your business before we can offer the right combination of hardware,
legalefficient.
professional privilege and peace of mind is assured.

Contact
The
evening was well attended, with Manchester Law Society President Louise Straw and Chief Executive Fran Eccles-Bech
Directors,
Managing
Senior Partners and IT Directors from over 25 different leading law
Michellejoining
Garlick:
0161 233
7330 orPartners,
michelle.garlick@weightmans.com
callouts
- whatever
firms, including JMW, Rowlinsons, Stephensons, Addleshaw Goddard, and Weightmans
to name
a few. your requirement give us a call.

Managed IT Services

convergets.co.uk
Established in 2006, Converge Technology Specialists provide Hosted
3,000 staff relying on our services every day. Our services include
hosted desktop, co-location, hosted applications, managed IT support
and disaster recovery/business continuity from two UK datacentres.
We are familiar with many of the legal sector software vendors with
whom our team work on a daily basis for both our on-premise and
datacentre based clients. We are a Microsoft Gold Partner, Citrix Gold
Partner, IBM Business Partner and VMware Enterprise Solution Provider.
Contact
Aaron Naisbitt: 0845 872 4400 or aaron.naisbitt@convergets.co.uk

Search Aggregator

Switchboard Support

moneypenny.co.uk/legal

suppor t for an in-house team or business continuity on an ad-hoc basis.
service that’s endorsed by the Law Society and dedicated to taking care
of calls for the legal sector. Fully briefed by you, your own Moneypenny
Receptionist and small team will look after calls just as if based in your
Contact
Joanna Swash: 08000 199 944 or joanna.swash@moneypenny.co.uk

etsos.co.uk

improve their customer delivery, save time and money and ultimately

About
ETSOS Viewpoint
provides a free-to-use

Contact
Jason Dixon: 0844 8932919 or jasondixon@docutechsolutions.co.uk

AML Training
mlsolutions4u.co.uk
ML Solutions provides cost effective anti-money laundering training

online portal, incorporating our
‘search supermarket’ ordering platform, delivers the widest possible
selection of designs,
searches and
reports and
to review,
compare
select
organise
and manage
Viewpoint
supplies
installs
audioand
visual
solutions
on-time
and their compulsory AML training obligations. All
all the brands
multiple has
product
linesthan
together
in one
place,experience in
to– budget.
The and
company
more
twenty
years'
CPD hours.
backed up by value pricing, easy checkout and dedicated assistance.

producing outstanding cost-effective audio visual solutions for both
Contact
corporate
and public sector clients, with a specialist focus onContact
the legal sector.
Bill Jones or Sarah Scott: 0161 828 1937 or info@mlsolutions.co.uk
David Opie: 01524 220001 or davidopie@etsos.co.uk
For more information, visit www.viewpoint-av.com
About
Matrix247
Telecoms
: Connectivity : Mobiles

matrix247.com/law

Established in 1991, the Matrix247 group of companies was specifically set
Compliance has a high priority along with low ongoing operating costs. Our portfolio
upand
toregularity.
deliver effective
telecoms, video, superfast broadband and mobile
encompasses telephone systems, low-cost landline calls, mobile packages and implementing networks for
communications to UK law practices and professional organisations, helping
them to maximise fee earners' time, and assist with firms' risk management.
Contact
For
more information, visit www.matrix247.com
Ste Pritchard: 08000 740 247 or ste@matrix247.com
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Risk Update
Welcome to the
April edition of
Risk Update.
Solicitors season has been in full swing at MFL
for the last couple of months.
7
7RIXUWKHUHQKDQFHWKHTXDOLW\RIVHUYLFHWROHJDOȴUPV
RIXUWKHUHQKDQFHWKHTXDOLW\RIVHUYLFHWROHJDOȴUPV
LLQWKHQRUWKZHVW0)/KDVQRZȴQDOLVHGD3DUWQHUVKLS
QWKHQRUWKZHVW0)/KDVQRZȴQDOLVHGD3DUWQHUVKLS
D
DUUDQJHPHQWZLWKDQLQWHUQDWLRQDOLQVXUDQFHEURNHUWKH
UUDQJHPHQWZLWKDQLQWHUQDWLRQDOLQVXUDQFHEURNHUWKH
E
EHQHȴWRIZKLFKZLOOKDYHDQLPPHGLDWHLPSDFW
HQHȴWRIZKLFKZLOOKDYHDQLPPHGLDWHLPSDFW

Richard Gledhill appointment
ΖΖQDGGLWLRQDQGDVDIXUWKHUFRPPLWPHQWWRWKHOHJDOVHFWRU
QDGGLWLRQDQGDVDIXUWKHUFRPPLWPHQWWRWKHOHJDOVHFWRU
MFL is delighted to have secured the services of Richard
*
*OHGKLOOZKRZLOOEHMRLQLQJWKHFRPSDQ\LQ0D\+HZLOODGG
OHGKLOOZKRZLOOEHMRLQLQJWKHFRPSDQ\LQ0D\+HZLOODGG
WWUHPHQGRXVH[SHUWLVHWRWKH0)/6ROLFLWRUGLYLVLRQ
UHPHQGRXVH[SHUWLVHWRWKH0)/6ROLFLWRUGLYLVLRQ
&
&RPPHQWLQJ.HYLQ0F3DUODQG0DQDJLQJ'LUHFWRURI0)/
RPPHQWLQJ.HYLQ0F3DUODQG0DQDJLQJ'LUHFWRURI0)/
VVDLGȊΖKDYHNQRZQ5LFKDUGIRUPDQ\\HDUVDQGYHU\PXFK
DLGȊΖKDYHNQRZQ5LFKDUGIRUPDQ\\HDUVDQGYHU\PXFK
D
GPLUHKLVZRUNHWKLFDQGSURIHVVLRQDOFDSDELOLWLHV
DGPLUHKLVZRUNHWKLFDQGSURIHVVLRQDOFDSDELOLWLHV
ȊȊ+HZLOOEHDJUHDWDVVHWWRWKHFRPSDQ\DQGDOVRWRWKRVH
+HZLOOEHDJUHDWDVVHWWRWKHFRPSDQ\DQGDOVRWRWKRVH
OOHJDOȴUPVKHZLOODGYLVHȋ
HJDOȴUPVKHZLOODGYLVHȋ

FACT FILE
•

After starting his insurance career as
DWHHQDJHULQ+XGGHUVȴHOG5LFKDUG
D
WHHQDJHULQ+XGGHUVȴHOG5LFKDUG
PRYHGLQWRWKH0DQFKHVWHUPDUNHWLQ
P
RYHGLQWRWKH0DQFKHVWHUPDUNHWLQ




•

1998 to Alec Finch Insurance Brokers

•

2001 to 2011 Towergate as a
consequence of the sale of the Alec
)LQFK3URIHVVLRQDOΖQGHPQLW\WHDPWR7RZHUJDWH
)
LQFK3URIHVVLRQDOΖQGHPQLW\WHDPWR7RZHUJDWH

•

2012 - 2015 - Zurich Insurance
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Your Summer Body starts here...
So, with the sun making a bit more of an appearance of late, your thoughts might
be turning to Summer and with it getting t-shirt, jeans, or dress ready.
If that’s you, the work starts now! Here’s where to start:
1. Fix your nutrition – eat real food that is not processed between the field and your
plate. If you need to lose fat, go ‘low carb’ for about 4 weeks, or until your performance
in the gym dips, then start working more carbs into your diet as you get leaner.
Keep your caloric intake on the low side until you’re relatively lean, then start ramping
your intake up (keep an eye on your body fat levels though).
You will not get where you want to be unless your nutrition is right!
2. You need to work out 4 times per week. When I say work out, I mean work with some
kind of intensity whether you’re running or lifting weights. Enter the gym with a written plan – exercise, sets, reps, tempo, and rest, and time any running you do so you can
ensure you’re always progressing.

If you’re not getting 8+ hours of great quality sleep, fix it.
4. Make sure you’re hydrated – your bodyweight in kg x 0.033 will give you a good ballpark for the amount you need in litres per day. If you struggle with drinking water, drink
a half litre when you get up in the morning and then have the remaining amount in a
bottle at your desk.
5. Supplements. Are supplemental to a great diet, exercising 4 times per week, drinking enough water, and getting 8+ hours of unbroken sleep per night! In those circumstances, supplements can help you get where you want to go – fish oil, vitamin D, a
multivitamin, and maybe a post-workout whey protein. Quality is paramount, though.
three sixtyº Personal Training is based on Bridge St and is a unique, private health
clinic and personal training gym dedicated to taking care of Manchester’s busy professionals.
For more information visit www.threesixtypersonaltraining.co.uk, call Matt on
07971 192357, or email matt@360personaltraining.co.uk
twitter: @threesixtyfit facebook: /threesixtyfit

Understand these variables, manipulate them for your circumstances and goals.
3. Sleep. Studies show that those who sleep more lose more fat and keep more lean tissue – it’s one of the most important factors we focus on with our personal training clients.

Manchester Law Society Members receive a 10% discount on personal training
upon production of their Benefits of Membership Card
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Lifestyle

The W rld

according to Fran

Did you know that the majority of countries that celebrate Mother’s Day do
so on the second Sunday of May? As you all should know our Mother’s Day
is celebrated on the fourth Sunday in Lent.
Only recently dubbed “Mother's Day,” the highly traditional practice of the
honouring of Motherhood is rooted in antiquity, and past rites typically had
strong symbolic and spiritual overtones; societies tended to celebrate Goddesses and symbols rather than actual Mothers.

and sheets on the bed himself – he did but was VERY cross when the sheet
didn’t fit – he had put it on the wrong way round so had no sheet at his
head and feet and about ten foot on either side. The duvet cover was also
on inside out but at least he had tried I suppose!
Fridge wars continues
Jack’s offering this month:

The extent of the celebrations today varies greatly. In some countries it is
potentially offensive to one’s mother not to mark Mother’s Day. On this day
(Jack if you are reading this please note) it is common for Mothers to be lavished with presents and special attention from their families.
And, you may ask yourself did Jack lavish me? He did actually buy me a gift
and a card (probably prompted by Peter!) – the gift wasn’t wrapped and I
didn’t get it until 4.30 pm on the day but it was a lovely bottle of prosecco
and a card with a lovely message inside it – I was getting worried that he
was trying to soften me up to tell me something terrible but nothing as yet
so maybe we are coming out of the other side of teenage stroppiness.

Mine back to him and he BETTER believe it!

Although he did say the other day that he would put the clean duvet cover

Monthly Competition
Recently crowned Manchester’s best premium restaurant at
the Eat, Sleep, Drink Awards, Rosso blends stylish interior,
unforgettable menus, top quality service, exclusive &
luxurious drinks with unparalleled ambience to provide an
unforgettable experience.
The beauty of Rosso is that it means something special to all;
whether it be a celebration night with a group of friends, a
business meeting to sign and seal that big-deal, a casual family meal or a special treat for that special someone. The Rosso
experience is there to be treasured by all.

On a different note Peter and I went to a wonderful wedding anniversary
party at the Great John Street Hotel recently. It was fancy dress – fabulous
and famous – after much searching on the internet for suitable outfits (plus
size for me as I have put on SO much weight since I gave up smoking – 510
days, 15 hours, 4 minutes and 33 seconds as I type this – GET IN!!!!!). Here
was our offering :-

With an elegant setting to complement the mouth-watering dishes emerging from the
kitchen, the Rosso experience really lives up to the beauty of the building it calls home.
With the ability to cater for and provide the special and unique unlike anywhere else, a
meal at Rosso is so much more than just sitting down to eat. Dining in such beautiful
surroundings has never been so fun!!
To book your next visit please contact a
member of the team on 0161 832 1400
or reserve your table online at
www.rossorestaurants.com

To win a meal for two with a bottle of Beuve Champagne answer the following
question:
Q: Question: Which award did Rosso win at the Eat, Sleep, Drink Awards?
and send to FranEccles-Bech@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk no later than 9th April 2015

The winner of the Shen Yun competition was Ann Harrison of Stephensons

We stayed at the Hilton (where Jack works) and he was HIGHLY
embarrassed!!!!!!!!
Fran Eccles-Bech
Chief Executive

“SAN CARLO HAS THE INGREDIENTS
O T H E R S C A N O N LY D R E A M O F ”

The Observer

Aldo Zilli now part of
the San Carlo team

W W W. S A N C A R L O. C O. U K
40-42 King St West, Manchester, M3 2WY,
www.sancarlo.co.uk | T: (+44) 0161 834 6226

facebook.com/sancarlogroup

@SanCarlo_Group

WINNER OF TWENTY TWO PRESTIGIOUS AWARDS
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Classified

Classified Directory
Situations Wanted
Senior Residential Property
Solicitor
seeks position
(full time or part time).
Over 30 years conveyancing
experience
(29 years as a sole practitioner)
Anywhere in the Greater
Manchester area.

Shareholder Disputes
Solicitor with 23 years
experience in such matters
available on an Agency basis
to assist firms who wish to
keep clients in-house.
Please contact by email
harryrosenblum@hotmail.co.uk

Email: davidswann8491@hotmail.co.uk

or telephone/fax:
0161 445 1850

or telephone David on
07896 617287

Consultants/Fee-Sharing
Manchester based Chambers style Practice
are actively looking for fee share consultant lawyers from all
disciplines. We offer market leading fee share remuneration and
provide full secretarial, back-office, P I insurance, IT, credit control
and administrative support. Thrive in this environment where fee
sharing is proving to be the future for many forward thinking
entrepreneurial lawyers who want the best work/life possible.
Work for yourself and with others in our network without the
overheads of setting up your own firm. You can provide high
quality legal services to clients at a lower cost with minimal and
reasonably fixed overheads.
You will be able to earn substantially more than being employed
in a traditional firm with a flexible work/life balance by setting
your own hours, charge rates and place of work.
For more information, email zeolite22@aol.com

Situations Vacant

Manchester City Centre
law firm requires an experienced fee
earner to handle personal injury work.
Mainly RTA with some EL/PL.
Must be able to issue proceedings and
handle cases to a conclusion.
Experience of Proclaim an advantage.
CV to Fiona Brodie,
Brodie & Company
Solicitors,
64 Bridge Street, Manchester, M3 3BN or
fionabrodie@brodielegal.com

Contact us....
THE MANCHESTER LAW SOCIETY
64 Bridge Street, Manchester M3 3BN
Tel: 0161 831 7337 Fax: 0161 839 2631
www.manchesterlawsociety.org.uk
Editor: Fran Eccles-Bech
E-mail: FranEccles-Bech@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk
Publisher: Julia Baskerville Publications
25 Southworth Way, College Farm, Thornton Cleveleys, Lancashire FY5 2WW
Tel/Fax: 01253 829431
E-mail: j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk

Locums

CEDR Mediation

Expert Witnesses

Mark Mattison, a Mediator
based in South Manchester is
available for commercial
mediations and for training on
all forms of ADR.

Commercial Property Locum
Solicitor available. Computer literate. Recent experience
includes a year’s Commercial
Property Locum work for a leading commercial practice. Phone
Paul Bryson at 01457 763340 or
e-mail paul.bryson@virgin.net

07831 302797
mark@markmattison.co.uk
www.markmattison.co.uk

Senior residential and
commercial property Solicitor
with over 4 years continuous
Locum experience offers you cost
effective solutions for holiday
maternity and sickness cover .No
Agency fees to pay. Please
contact Martin Libman on 0161
485 1240 or 07939 508543.

GET YOUR BUSINESS
NOTICED
To advertise in the
Messenger please call
Julia on 01253 829431

18 years as Locum Solicitors in
the North West. Tel John
Bradley/Lynda Greenwood 07790
612906 Available to deal with
Conveyancing and Family.

Woodpecker Bakery

WHY PAY AGENCY FEES?
Senior Residential Property
Solicitor with over 30 years
conveyancing experience (29
years as a sole practitioner) available for holidays, maternity and
sickness cover. Reasonable rates.
If I can help, please telephone
David on 07896 617287 (or email
davidswann8491@hotmail.co.uk)
further details and availability.

Our specialities include
brownies, salted caramels
and marshmallows.

DUAL QUALIFIED, very experienced criminal specialist advocate with higher rights. Crime
work and Crown Court work.
Very reasonable rates, short term
locum contract considered.
Please contact Christine on
01772 741816 or 07967 530138

We provide bespok e bak ed
goo ds made to o rder.

Ideal gifts for family,
friends, clients or just to
say thank you.

Contact us on

carla@woodpeckerbakery.com

or
07834073628

to discuss your personal
quotation

Notary Public

Kitchens and Bedrooms

Notary Public
John Cusack
worldwide documents
Notarised
accessible & efficient service
home & office visits
well-established (since 1984)
& experienced
tel: 0797 332 9791

·

Sliding Mirror Doors

·

Laminate Floors

·

Joinery Work

·

Plumbing and Electrics

3D Designs Available
Supply and Fit or Supply Only

jocusa@live.co.uk

Please mention
The Messenger when
responding to advertisements

Kitchen Fitting Service
Call for a FREE Quote. Telephone Barry on:
07789430041 or 01925 657205
10% OFF WITH THIS VOUCHER

Advertising enquires
j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk
www.baskerville-publications.co.uu
All rights reserved, reproduction in whole or part without written permission from the Publisher and Manchester Law Society is not permitted. Photographic material and manuscripts are supplied at owners risk, neither the
company not its agents accept any liability for loss or damage.
The Society welcomes articles and letters from members on any topic and items should be sent to the above address
The views and opinions expressed in the Manchester Messenger are those of the individual contributors and not
of the Manchester Law Society

At Clayton Legal your talent matters...
At Clayton Legal your talent matters...

...so we go further to connect your legal talent to opportunities nationwide
EL/PL/ RTA Paralegal- Manchester- up to £18,000
The successful candidate must have experience of EL/PL and RTA, you must
be able to run a caseload of around 100-120 fast track files.
The successful candidate in addition to their own caseload will work alongside
a senior fee earner assisting on larger files.
Contact Sammy Timmins st@clayton-legal.co.uk

Personal Injury Paralegal - Manchester - up to £25,000
The successful candidate will have at least 6 months experience in Personal
Injury and handling their own caseload of Pre Litigated matters. It is desirable
for you to have up to stage 3 experience within the MOJ portal and use of proclaim.
Contact Sammy Timmins st@clayton-legal.co.uk

...so we specialise in connecting your legal talent to opportunities nationwide

Solicitor – 3 Years PQE – Stockport- £Negotiable
I am currently assisting a reputable firm based in Stockport appoint a Conveyancing Solicitor with a minimum of 3 years PQE. The firm are very well
established serving over 20 years. They practice in, Residential Conveyancing.
Family Law including Divorce, Civil Partnership Dissolution and Child Law, Personal Injury/Accident Claims, Wills and Probate, Lasting Powers of Attorney
and Employment Law.
Contact Steph Griffiths sg@clayton-legal.co.uk.

Family Solicitor - 2 Year PQE + - Manchester- £Negotiable
The role will involve taking on a mixed case load of Family matters, such as ancillary relief, divorce and children’s work. The ideal candidate will have a background in Family matters, 2 years PQE or more and able to attend court when
required. This is a fantastic opportunity offering business development and
joining in the growth of the company.
Please Contact Steph Griffiths sg@clayton-legal.co.uk.
Proclaim Developer - £30-40k – Manchester
A large legal firm in Central Manchester are looking for an experienced Proclaim Developer to develop and maintain the existing Case Management System. The successful candidate will have a minimum of 2 years experience in a
similar role and be keen to work in a high profile Law firm.
Please contact Fiona Turner ft@clayton-legal.co.uk

Visualfiles Developer - Manchester - £25-35k
A niche Law practice in Central Manchester with an excellent reputation for developing it’s employees, require a Visualfiles Developer to join a specialist
team that develop and deliver workflow in Visualfiles. This is an excellent opportunity that will also provide exposure to C#/.Net projects.
Please contact Fiona Turner ft@clayton-legal.co.uk

Commercial Property Partner -Manchester
Legal 500 firm require a Partner for their Central Manchester City Office. The
successful applicant will have a minimum of 6 years PQE and extensive experience within a recognised and top tier Commercial Property Team along with
experience of handling a varied client base.
Contact Lynn Sedgwick ls@clayton-legal.co.uk
Housing Solicitor- Manchester - 3-6 PQE
Working closely with one of the Property Partners and assisting on development and regeneration projects and working collaboratively. You will have 3-6
years PQE with a strong background in transactional work with the ability to
cope with a varied caseload Some commercial real estate experience and evidence of working in the housing and regeneration sector would be a distinct
advantage.
Contact Lynn Sedgwick ls@clayton-legal.co.uk

Commercial Litigation Solicitor - Manchester
Experienced Commercial Litigation Solicitor required. This law firm is looking
for an individual with a very strong background in Commercial and/or Complex
Financial Litigation with a minimum of 3 years PQE.
Contact Naomi Melling nm@clayton-legal.co.uk

Litigation RTA Fee Earner- Manchester- up to £25,000An experienced Fee Earner who shares at least 12 months experience of handling a caseload of Litigated RTA matters independently is required for an ambitious Law Firm. You must share fantastic negotiation skills and be a strong
Litigator.
Contact Naomi Melling nm@clayton-legal.co.uk

Law Costs Advocate - Manchester - £20k-34k
2 years demonstrable Drafting, Negotiating and Advocacy experience working
for a Law Firm or Costing Agency. Applicants with experience of training junior
members, dealing with costs budgets and using proclaim and IDraft software
hold a distinct advantage.
Contact Michael Ovington mo@clayton-legal.co.uk

Legal Cashier - South Manchester - to £30k
A highly regarded Legal Practice are looking for a Legal Cashier with at least 2
years experience and a strong understanding of SAR's with good knowledge of
general accounting / bookkeeping principles. To deal with all aspects of the accounts functions including legal aid work.
Contact Jamie Miller jm@clayton-legal.co.uk

RTA litigator - Skelmersdale
My client is a well established and successful law firm that is expanding further.
To meet their demands they now seek to appoint 2 x RTA Solicitors to manage
existing litigated RTA caseloads. They require at least 3 years PQE and looking
to pay a salary of £30 000.
Contact Lauren Connors lc@clayton-legal.co.uk

ID Litigation - Warrington
An excellent opportunity has arisen for an experienced ID Litigator to work for a
thriving and friendly practice that rewards its Fee Earners well. Our clients are
ideally located on the outskirts of Warrington, close to Motorway and A road
links. Established over 25 years ago, this firm prides itself on maintaining their
excellent reputation within the industry and providing a dependable and committed service.Due to this proactive way of working, our clients have seen continued success in the market and as such, are now looking to recruit an
experienced Industrial Disease Litigator. If you have a minimum of 2 years experience working with fully litigated caseloads (including NIHL) and would like
a new challenge with a forward thinking and reputable firm, then this is for you.
Salaries are negotiable for the right experience and staff benefits are lucrative!
Contact Lauren Connors lc@clayton-legal.co.uk

For more on these and other vacancies please contact Clayton Legal
telephone: ŘřşşŚŚŝšřŚř
email: enquiries@clayton-legal.co.uk
visit our website:
For more on these and other vacancies
pleasewww.clayton-legal.co.uk
contact Clayton Legal
Where talent matters
telephone: ŘřşşŚŚŝšřŚř
email: enquiries@clayton-legal.co.uk
visit our website: www.clayton-legal.co.uk
Where talent matters

